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Variation of hard map le leaves in t he Midwestern
and eastern U nited States.

3.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
R. ST. HILAIRE AND W. R. GRAVES

Departmen t of Hor ticult ure , Iowa State U niver sity
Ames , IA 50011

1·
Morphological and physiological changes assoc iated
with desiccation in maize embryos

We examined differences in morphology and anatomy
of leaves of ha rd maples (Acer saccharum Marsh . a nd
A. nigrum Michx. f.) collected from 24 locations near
the 43°N latit ude in the Midwestern and eastern
Unite d States. Specific leaf weight varied among
leaves from differen t locations. Abaxial pubescence,
leaf ar ea, a nd t he percentage of t ot a l leaf area
partit ioned in basip etal lobes showed qua dratic
relation ship s with longit ude a nd were highest for
leaves fro m western locations . Reduced leaf ar ea is
a xeromorphic a daptation , but pubescence could
reduce evapotr a nspiration a nd may indicate t h at
pla nts fro m mor e westerly longitudes are more
drou gh t toler a nt.

J.M. PETERSON, A.J. PERDOMO , D.S. FENG , AND
J.S . BURRIS
Seed Science Center, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
50011
The effects of maturity and dry ing temperature and rate on
vigor, membrane integrity, mitochondrial competence and
synthetic processes in a susceptible maize hybrid have been
investigated. Ears were harvested periodically and dried
under fo ur temperature regimes to 12 % me providing drying
times fro m 4 to 300 h. Standard and cold germination
values and seedling dry weights were responsive to dry ing
temperature and rate as well as maturity. Root development
was consistently depressed more than shoot, particularly in
rapidly dried samples. Membrane integrity was not compromised in normal thinlayer drying but rapidly dried material
exhibited an increase in leakage which may be related to incomplete alignment of lipid bodies along the cell wall following rapid drying treatments as compared to complete alignment in all others. Oxygen consumption by imbibing embryos was reduced by high drying temperature but not rate.
Percentage of non heat-denatured protein in proportion to
total increased in response to drying but not at the rapid rate.

4.

Leaf rusts of Populus in central Iowa

GIRMA MELESSE AND H. S . McNABB, JR.
Departments of Forestry and Plant Pathology,
Bessey Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
During the development of woody biomass
production systems, Populus leaf rusts caused by
Melampsora medusae , M. occidentalis, and M.
abietis-canadensis have been found in central
Iowa. Six monouredium isolates of M. medusae
were tested on five selected differential clones for
pathogenic variability. Two of the six isolates gave
disease reactions with differential clone 57-276, a
University of Washington hybrid of P. trichocarpa
X P. deltoides. Number of uredia produced by each
isolate per unit area of leaf tissue showed variable
results across experiments. Latent period to 50%
emergence of the uredia was not variable. Urediospores of one isolate reacting with clone 57-276 was
significantly longer than the others. Clone 57-276
is the same hybrid type used in commercial
plantations in the Pacific Northwest where M .
medusae was reported in 1991 as common and
serious for the first time on P. trichocarpa based
hybrids.

2 . Characteri zation of shriveled seeds in soybean:
carbohydrate and associated enzymes

Z. J. CHEN, R. C. SHOEMAKER AND
R. G. PALMER
Department of Agronomy, USDA-ARS-FCR ,
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 5001 I
A shriveled seed mutant (328) was found in progenies
from the cross of AP2 and p2 1X0 at the Pioneer Hi-Bred
Internati onal Station in Cedar Falls, IA. It was fo und that
shri veled seeds had a higher starch content after 10- 11
stage (10.0 to 11.9 mm long seeds) and lower soluble
sugar content when compared to rou nd seeds from
wild type (p2 l XO). Severely shriveled seeds had higher
starch content for the mutant and lower so luble sugar
co ntent. After the I0- 11 stage, ac tivity of a-amylase in
mutant seeds was lower than that in p2 l 80 seeds but no
significant difference in ADP-glucose pyropho sphorylase
was fo und between 328 and p2 l 80 seeds. In addition,
sooner and fas ter water loss in mutant seeds occurred
during seed maturati on than those of p2 l XO . Dry matter
acc umul ati on fo r 328 and p2 l XO also differentiated after
12- 14 stage ( I2.0 to 14.9 mm long seeds).

5•
Increased incidence of leaf disease of Populus
in Iowa caused by Marssonina brunnea

M . L. PAULIN 1 AND

H. S. McNABB, JR,

Departments of Forestry and Plant Pathology,
Bessey Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
In recent years a resurgence of a leaf disease of

Populus caused by Marssonina brunnea has been
noted in Iowa. Whether this has been because of
1

Whethe r combin ations of these charact eristics
could be utilized for early screeni ng of canker
resistan ce remain s to be seen.
1 High School and 2Under graduat e Summe r Interns ,
Program for Women in Science and Engineering.

increas ed inoculu m levels with more favorab le
environ mental conditi ons for pathog en increas e
and spread, or a shift in the pathoge n populat ion to
more aggress ive individ uals is not known. During
the growing season of 1995, isolate collections of the
pathoge n were made in Wiscon sin, Minnes ota and
Iowa. Becaus e of its slow in vitro growth rate,
establis hment of this fungus in culture has been
difficul t, with success from only five collecti ons.
Conidi a produc ed in culture s were used in
aggress iveness tests utilizin g the in vitro leaf disk
method . Results from these prelimi nary studies
suggest that more aggress ive pathoge n populat ions
may be present in these heavier disease inciden ce
location s .
1Underg raduate Summe r Intern, Program for Women
in Science and Engineering.

8.
On - fann m easurem ent s co mparing soil hea lth
in two cropping systems: Na rrow-stri p int ercroppin g
ver sus a conventi onal rotation .
M. A SM ITH and L .L . JACKSO N
Biology Departm ent . Enviro nmen tal Programs .
Univer sity of Northern Iowa. Cedar Pal ls. IA 506 14
Cropping systems ca n affect t he chemica l, physical and
biologica l properties co ntributin g to soil health . Water
infiltratio n rates, bulk density. respira tion , pH and
nitrate/ nitrite co ncentrat ions are examples o f soil
health indices used to evalu ate fa rm managem ent
systems.

An attemp t at partitio ning tree-da mage loss
among stresse s occurri ng over several growin g
seasons
6•

This st udy examined a narrow -strip intercrop ping
system and a minimum -tillage, corn-cor n -soybean
cropping sequ ence using a soil quality test kit . This kit
was d esigned for ease o f u se, r eplicabili ty and costeffectivne ss . Th e soil heal t h study was condu cted over
two summers and focused on infiltratio n rate and bulk
density changes over the time and area .

HAROLD S, McNABB. JR,
Depart ments of Plant Patholo gy and Forestr y,
Bessey Hall, Iowa State Univers ity, Ames, IA 50011
Roots of several century -old Scots Pine (Pinus
sylvest ris) were damage d by trenchi ng during
Februa ry 1989. After seven growin g seasons ,
moneta ry loss estimat es of damage attribut ed to the
trenchi ng were develop ed for each tree by
partitio ning the total loss among stresses , physica l
and biologi cal, affectin g the tree during the
ensuing growing seasons . Compa ring the health
among these trees in late fall 1995 as well as with
other trees of the same age and species in the
immedi ate rural, central Iowa vicinity prompt ed
this unique loss evaluat ion method . The calculat ed
losses from the trenchi ng damage were accepte d in
an out-of-c ourt settlem ent in this specific example .
Therefo re, this procedu re can not be conside red
part of case law in tree-dam age cases.

Infiltratio n rates wer e 10 to 30 times faster in th e
narrow-s trip inter cropp ing system . Bulk density was
about 20 perce nt greater in the co nve ntio nal system .
These findings suggest increased soil health in the NSI
system.

9.

An evaluat ion of till age systems for e nerRy
conse rvati on
M. TAPELA AND T. S. COLVIN
Iowa Sta te Unive r s it y , Nati onal Soi l Tilth La b.,
2150 Pammel Dr . , Am es , IA 50011
One o f the factors c riti ca l to p l a nt ge rminati on an d
deve l opment is goo d soi l tilth . Unfortu nately, this
f a c tor is ofte n e valuated onl y subject ively , he nce
it ~ ade qu acy depe nds on the ex pe rien ce of the
eva luat or rath er than on a sta ndard procedu re.
Qua ntifyin g tillage a ll ows e ne r gy co nse rv ation a nd
optimiz ation by e liminat i ng unn ecessa r y tilla ge
operatio n s that may also agg r avate the a lready
fragile e nvi ro nme nt

Develo pmenta l differen ces observe d in greenhouse grown Populu s clones correlat ed to Septori a
canker resistan ce

7•

H. S. McNABB, JR., J . J. BOCK 1, AND L, H, VAN

WAARDHUIZEN2

Tilth index is a quantit ative value used to de s c r ibe
soil co nd it i ons whi c h r e late to p l ant g r owth and
water movemen t ran g in g fro m 0 . 0 for the wor s t t o l. O
for t h e best soil as r e l ated to c rop pr o du c ti on.
Five soi l paramet e rs , i. e . , s o i l parti c l e unif o rmi ty ,
o r ganic matter cont e nt, bu l k de ns ity, pla st icity a nd
c one index , thou ght t o be th e mos t impo rt a nt i n
de t e rminin g so il tilt h we r e e va lu a t e d fo r d iffe r e n t
t illa ge pr ac ti ces and th e ir e f fec t s co mbi ne d to
c al c ulate th e tilth i nd e x . Th e a pp l icabi l ity of the
co nse rv a ti on t i ll age wi ll be
1tilth ind e x t o
ld i sc ussed.

Depart ments of Plant Patholo gy and Forestr y,
Bessey Hall, Iowa State Univers ity, Ames, IA 50011
Stem growth of a group of hybrid poplar clones,
propaga ted from softwood cutting s, was observe d
over a four-mo nth period in the greenho use. These
clones represe nted varying degrees of resistan ce to
stem canker disease caused by Septori a musiva .
Correla tion of canker resistan ce with these growth
observa tions yielded unexpe cted hypothe ses to test
in relation to factors associa ted with Septori a
canker resistan ce. Differen ces in early corky bark
formati on, necrotic leaf drop, quickne ss of wound
callus formati on, arrange ment and develop ment of
bark tissues, and oxidatio n of phenoli c compou nds
in thickly- cut stem cross sections were apparen t.
2

had disease infection rates of 96% in the ambient rose populations at the
end of the 1995 growing season.

10. Correlation o f s e e d number a nd panicle
l e ng l h for 1°, 2 ° a nd 3° pani c les o f gi a nt, green
and yellow foxtail.

Risk assessment plots (three ornamental rose cultivars had no RRD
infections when located at distances of l 00 meters or more from the
augmented stand.

M. J . Haar and J . H. Dekker
Department of Ag ronomy
Iowa State Univ e rsity, Ames,

No eriophyid mites (vectors) were caught in a Burkard spore trap located
three meters from a symptomatic multi11ora rose plant. The plant was in
stage II of symptom expression, and supported a large population of mites
(average of 23 mites per leaf axil). The trap was operated continuously
over a period of six weeks during the height of the RRD infection period.

IA 50 0 11

A prolific seed rain is one of t he major reasons
that the foxtails (Setaria spp.) are among t h e
worst a g ricultural weeds in Iowa . A method for
estimating seed production wou l d provid e important information for understanding foxtai l
popu l ation dynamics .

A disease survey of ornamental rose plantings in Iowa and Missouri since
1992 has detected, on average, one infected plant per 1,200 plants
surveyed (9,500+ plants each year).

In t h is study, the entire seed rain was collected
for individua l foxtail p a nic l es.

POSTERS

Differences in number of s eed per panicle were
fou n d amon g the foxtail species and amon g panicle
types within a s pecies .

13 .

Re l ationsh i ps betwee n panicle l e n g th and seed
number were expressed as linear fu n ctions for
the foxtail species and panic l e types . It i s
then possib l e to estimate foxtail se e d production
by determining panic l e type and lengt h.

Nutritional

control

soybean

seed

storage

protein.
N.C . PAEK, J. IMSANDE, R.C. SHOEMAKER, R. SHIBLES
Department of Agronomy,
Iowa 50011-1010

Iowa State University , Ames ,

Effects of N nutrition on the synthesis of storage
proteins in soybean seed (Glycine max [L.] Merr. cv.
Harper) were examined using a hydroponic system .
Under N deficiency the concentration of each storage
protein subunit, as well as of total protein, was
decreased.
However,
the
concentration
of
Pconglycinin (7S),
especially
the
P-subunit,
was
decreased more than glycinin(llS). As well, different
nutritional forms of N (nitrate, ammonia, and urea)
during
pod
fill
altered
seed
storage
protein
concentration and subunit composition. Under constant
N supply,
seed storage protein concentration was
increased progressively by substituting urea for
nitrate.
Increased protein concentration resulted
from a disproportionate increase of the P-subunit of
P- conglycinin, which caused a decrease in the 11S/7S
ratio. The relative abundance of a- and a"-subunits
was not changed by N nutritional conditions. Thus, N
nutrition (quantity and form) seems to control, at
least in part, the proportion of the P-subunit in pconglycinin,
and consequently affects the llS/75
ratio in seed storage protein . It is noteworthy that
the concentration of glycinin remained constant while
the total seed protein concentration increased. We
speculate that these observed variations in seed
storage protein composition result from the relative
abundances of sulfur- and N-metabolites available to
developing soybean seeds.

Control of early succession weed competition in
prairie plantings on agriculture soil by soil nitrogen
impoverishment
11•

J. A. KREBSBACH AND L. JACKSON
Department of Biology, En vironmental Science Programs,
McCollum Science Hall , University of Northern Iowa, Cedar
Falls, Iowa 50614
Prairie grass plantings on agricultural soils often are
unsuccessful because early succession weedy species out
compete the prairie seedlings. Addition of a low nitrogen
carbon source to soil frequently cause microbial sequestration
of nitrogen and a decrease in plant available nitrogen. We
hypothesized that lower soil nitrogen levels would discourage
the weeds and allow the prairie grasses to compete favorably.
We set up plots (2 X 2 m) in a prairie planting on a rotationally
grazed pasture to determine if nitrate and ammonium levels
could be reduced by sawdust application. The existing
vegetation was plowed or treated with glyphosate. We
measured nitrate and ammonium with an ion specific
electrode.
After three months, results show slightly, but not significantly
lower plant available nitrogen in the plots with sawdust than in
plots with no sawdust During 1996 we will refine the
experimental design, measure plant growth , and continue to
monitor the nitrate and ammonium levels.

12 .
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14 • Characterization of shrive led seeds in soybean: protein
and lipid
Z. J. C HEN, H. ILA RSLAN, R. C. SHOEMAKER
AND R. G. PALMER

Augmentation of rose rosette disease for biological control of

1.1ulti1lora rose

Department of Agronomy, USDA-A RS-FCR,
Iowa State Univers ity, Ames, IA 500 I 1

A.H. EP STEIN and J.H . HTLL
Department of Plant Pathology , Iowa State Uni versity, 35 l Bessey Hall ,
Ames, IA 500 l l

Proteins and li pids are two major compo nents of soybean
seeds. Shriveled seeds of both mutant (328) and wild type
(p2 l XO) had significantly lower lipid conten t -.y hen compared
to ro und seeds of wild type. Oleate of shriveled or severely
shriveled seeds significantly increased but linoleate decreased
whe n compared to rou nd or only slightly shriveled seeds.
Total protein con tent was not affected by the shriveled seed

Al l augmentation sites establi shed under fa vorable conditions in Iowa since

\ 987 haYe resulted in sie:nificant reduction of the ambient mulullora rose
pop uiations adjacent to the sites. A modified bud-shield system utilizing a
scion with two cut surfaces presented to the stock, results in 80 to 85% .
transmission incidence. Plants subj ect to heat or moisture stress at the time
of grafting, reiect very hi gh percentages of the grafts . Augmentation plots
estab li shed in 199 3 with high density "disease alleys" connectin g the sites ,

3

17 .

trai t. a and a ' subunits of conglycinin began to acc umulate
at the 6-7 stage (6.0 to 7.9 mm long seeds) for p2 I 80, but
at the 8-9 stage (8 .0 to 9.9 mm long) fo r 328. M icroscopy
analysis showed that morphological changes in the structure
of protein bodies occurred during earl y developmental stages
while morphological differences in globoid crystals were
observed at physiological maturity. Energy di sperse X-ray
analysis detected diffe rences in the elemental composition of
the globoid crystals between mutant and normal seeds.

SUSAN R SNOW
Office of the Slate Archaeologist, 302 Easll awn, The University of
Iowa, Iowa City, lA 52242
Bowen's Prairie, localed on th e high prairie in northeastern Jones
County, was the fi rst area of Euro-American settlement in Jones
Co unty after the opening of the Black Hawk Purchase lands.
Excavations within this area in 1995 indi cate that there is much lo be
learn ed abo ut pioneer settlement in Iowa.
This paper will provide an overview of th e Bowen's Prai rie distri ct and
discuss the excavations of 1995. Based on these excavations and further
archival work, the subsistence strategies, selllement pallern s, and
ethnicity of the ea rly pioneers will be examined. Finally, the
relationship of Bowen's Prairie with the rest of Iowa territory and the
Midwest will be briefly introduced.

ANTHROPOLOGY

15.

Bowen's Prairie: a glimpse al pioneer life in Iowa 1836--1880

Prehistoric skeletal material •.•

AIMEE R. BEBEAU
Grinnell College, 1215 Elm St. Grinnell, IA
50112

18 .

Mid-nineteenth centu ry ceramics from the Bowen's Prairi e
Settlement, Jones County Iowa

13HM10 contains skeletal remains found in a
glacial karne. This deposit was used as a burial
place for a minimum of 27 individuals, including
four subadults. The prehistoric population
represented by these remains did not exhibit any
pathological indications of severe health
problems, however, a few minor skeletal
pathologies were observed: localized periostitis,
osteoarthritic lipping and healed fractures.
Discussion will include an overview of the
analysis completed on the skeletal remains from
13HM10 as well as interpretations and observations of the problems which arose in attempting
to analyze an undocumented site.

Kathleen V. Siebert
Office of the State Archaeologist, 302 Eastlawn, The University of
Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
The 1995 excavat ions within the Bowen's Prairie district of Jones
County provided a wealth of phys ical evidence relating to Eu roAmerican pioneer settlements. Signifi cant info rmation about midnineteenth centu ry life in Iowa may be gained by investigating the
ceramic assemblages from these settlements on the high prairie.
This paper will discuss the results of ceramic anal yses from the
1995 excavations within the Bowen's Prairie district. In addition to
a brief overview of the material remains, questions relating to the
nature of site occupation will be addressed. Analyses will focus on
socio-economic status, activity areas, and site functi on.

16. Fingerprints and age in Archaeology
J.C. GRAYBILL AND I.S. NATOWSKY
Department of Anthropology, Grinnell College,
Box 5-67, Grinnell, Iowa 50112

19 . Archaeological Investigations at the Cowan
Site, 13WD88, a Great Oa s is farming haml et in
Woodbury County, Iowa

Since the papillary lines of a fingerprint become
more spread throughout growth and developnent,
measurements of this spread should reveal if prints
were made by adults or children. We collected
fingerprint samples in clay from 10 juveniles and
10 adults in order to quantify this difference.
Measurements of fingerprint ridge-breadth indicate
that there is an observable difference between that
of children and adults. Using confidence intervals,
we determined that ridge-breadths greater than
0.478nm were associated with adults and ridgebreadths less than 0.422nm were associated with
juveniles. We tested this scale on a collection of
figurines from Lizard Man Village, a site in
Northern Arizona, and found that the estimates of
age of manufacturer it produced seemed to
correspond well with more subjective "quality of
manufacture" assessments, with at least some of the
figurines being produced by children.

M. L. ANDERSON
St at e Archa eo l ogi s t Offi ce , The Univ e r s ity of
Iowa, 306 Ea s tl awn, Iowa City , IA 52242
Thi s pape r pre se nts t he res ult s of Ph as e I and II
investigati ons condu ct ed at the Cowan Site ,
13WD88. Thi s s ite re prese nts a si ngl e component
occ upa t i on af f ilia ted wi t h t he Great Oas i s
Cul t ure , reco gniz ed as one of th e ear li est
intens ive fa rming cu l t ures on th e Easter n Pl ai ns.
Th e si te ex i sts in a bu rie d co ntext wi t hin the
vall ey of t he Fl oyd Ri ve r and the corporate c i ty
limit s of Siou x City. Disc uss i ons wi ll foc us on
t he Cowan Si te arti f act assembl age , site
formati on and f un ctio n, as we ll as in terpretations
of t he broader Great Oasis Cult ure settlement
and s ub s i ste nce sys t ems , regiona l trade networks
and ra di ocarbon chrono l ogy.
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20 . Geoarchaeologica l investigations in the Lost Creek
va lley, Eddyville, Iowa.

23 . Computer Scanning and Manipulation of Ae r ial
Photographs for use in Cultural Resource
Management

M. J. PE RRY

J . HEMM INGSEN AND M.L. ANDERSON

Office of State Archaeologist, 306 Eastlawn, The Un iversity of
Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242.

State Archaeologist Office, The University of
Iowa, 306 Eastlawn, Iowa City, IA 52242

An archaeological survey conducted along the lower reach of
Lost Creek, a second order tributary of the Des Moines River,
yielded extensive archaeological remains in association with
Late Wisconsinan and Holocene deposits. Subsurface
investigations throughout the project area permitted the
delineation of the geological deposits, and identified the limits
and geomorphological contexts of the archaeological remains.
The Holocene geological deposits are typical of the DeForest
Formation. Artifacts occurred near the surface in Wisconsinan
deposits, were found in the upper 1.5 m of early to middle
Holocene deposits and were buried at depths ranging I - 2 m in
late Holocene deposits.

Archaeologists are frequently searching for
better ways to gain the most information and
provide the greatest interpretive value from
available resources during the process of cultural
resource management. This paper presents the
methods and results of scanning U.S.D.A.,
Agricultural Stabil i zation and Conservation
Ser~ice, aerial photographs using the currently
available computer technology at The University
~f Iowa M~in Library. The information gained and
its practical application vis a vis an actual
archaeological survey conducted in Jackson
County, Iowa, is discussed.

21. Functional Variation in the Late Woodland
Sites in the Lost Creek Valley, Mahaska County,
Iowa
A. J. Brekken and M. J. Perry

24 . Cas inos t o clinics : gambling on the
f u t ure o f Na t i ve Ame ri c a n h e alth

Office of the State Archaeologist, University of
Iowa, 306 Eastlawn, Iowa City, IA 52242

B . BRENTON ANDS . FLIC KER
Depa rtme nt of Anthropo l o g y , Grinnell College,
Gr inne ll , IA 50112 - 0 8 06

Six Late Woodland sites were discovered in the
Lost Creek valley of Mahaska County, Iowa, during
an archaeological survey conducted for the
constructi on of the Eddyville bypass. The
topography of this valley provides a natural
division of the sites into two groups, with three
sites occurring on the uplands and three on the
bottomlands. Functional differences between the
two gro ups of sites concur with this natural
division, based up on t he artifact types and
f re quen cies recovered f rom test excavations at
each site. The ar tifact types and frequencies of
t he three upland sites suggest winter campsites,
while those of the bottomland sites are
pos tulated as the res ult of warm season
extra ction and proces s ing of food resources .

The p ass age o f the 19 88 Indian Gaming
Reg ul ato ry Ac t has allowed many forms of
gambli~g o n Indian Rese r v ati o n s throughout
the United States.
Rev enue s d e rived from
Indi a n - ope rated casinos have been seen as an
impor t ant oppo rtunity for tribe s to prov ide
econ omi c deve lopme n t , improve d education and
h ea lth ca r e. Ho wever , cas inos have di v ided
tribes on the i ss u e of sovereignty and the
t~r eat of e co~om~ c raci sm . This pape r will
di sc u ss the findin gs of a mail / telephone
s ~rve y o~ o ve r 10 0 Na t ive Ame rican groups
with g a ming a c ro ss th e United States . Our
fo c u s c o ncern s the u s e of Indian gaming
r e v e nu es ~or ~ribal h 7a lth care.
Survey
r es ul ts highlight various priorities and
~ tra t eg ie s ~o r the e x penditure of these fund s
in co n f r ~nting h e al t h probl e ms , including
~h ose which h ave b een creat ed b y the gaming
i ndu st ry.
Re l ate d case s tudi es from
fie ldwo rk will a l so be p resen te d . An
i mportan t g oa l of t hi s r esea r c h h as b een t o
be t t e r in form Nat i ve Ame r ica n communi t i es
about h ea l t h care iss u es r e l ated to gaming.

22. Multiple t ask use wear a nalys i s : a pre liminary
i nves tigation

M. M. HEDMAN
Grinnell College , P. O. Box 6-28 Gr i nne ll College ,
Grinnell , I owa 501 12
The effects of multiple usage o n li t hi c wea r
pattern s is a s ubj ect tha t h as been la r gel y
ignored by the arc haeolog i cal c arrnun i t y . I begin
t o e xplore th i s t o p ic he r e , usi ng t he pa ttern s
of micr ofla k ing p r oduced by va r ious c ombi natio n s
of c utting corn a nd scr a p i ng wood . The wear
pa tte rns genera t ed by each of these t asks
sepc: ratel y are discu s s ed a nd a n a nalyti ca l
tech n ique i.s developed for diagnostic purposes .
Turn i ng t o mul t iple t ask u se wear , the capability
of a t = l to perform a series of tasks is no t ed ,
and t he pers i s tence of flake scars i s men tioned .
Analysis of the patterns in the use 1,e a r produced
by mul t iple tasks shows that the seque nce of
the tasks pe r formed ca n be infe rred with some
ce rta inty , bu t that it i s dif f icult to d e termi ne
whe the r a g i ven t=l was used on one or more
t as k s in t he fi r s t place . These find ings sugges t
tha t multiple t a sk use wea r a na lys i s i s a subj e ct
worthy of furthe r study.

25 .
Is there a contemporary celtic culture? A comparison
of cultural values in Wales and Ireland.

D.D. CAULKINS
Department of Anthropo logy, Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA
50112

Anthropo logists and others have developed an array of
·'universal'' conceptual frameworks for cross-cultural
comparisons, such as Mary Do uglas' grid/group analysis or
Triandis' individualism/co llectivism analysis. While these are
an important part of o ur conceptual tool kit, another
approach, based on a controlled comparison of historically
related cultures within the same region, may be more
revealing of the central themes or schema within those
5

cultures. This paper reports on one preliminary attempt to
measure cultural values across related celtic cultures, using
consensus analysis of respondent ratings of2 I scenarios of
incidents from everyday life. Data from field studies in
Wales and Ireland show very similar cultural profiles for
both nations.

28 . Improv ing a pproac hes to local d eve lo pmen t in
rura l Ne pa l
L.A. STAN LEY
Depa rtmen t o f Sociology, Anth ro po logy & Soc ia l Wo rk,
Luther College , Decorah, IA 52 101
In Nepal , o ne of the least d eveloped na tio ns in the
world, the majority of the popul a ti on stru gg les to
satisfy basic daily need s. Man y people d o no t have
eno ugh nutritio us food . clean drinkin g wa ter , o r fu e l
wood. The goal o f many d evelopme nt o rganizatio ns is
to iden tify the most impoveri shed segments of soc iety
a nd improve the ir we ll-be ing th ro ugh local
d evelo pment proj ec ts such a s drinkin g water sc hem es .
irrigation proj ects, and community fo restry prog ra ms.
Fie ld technique s borrowed from a nthropology ar e
helping d evelopme nt wo rke rs to identify the ta r ge t
group- the poor est communities a nd the poores t
househo lds within those communitie s. Howeve r, a
recent study of two villages in Ba glung Di strict in
west-central Ne pa l reveals tha t the ta rge t group may
in fact be bypassed by d evelo pme nt e fforts. Unless
d evelopment organiza tions seek to under sta nd wh y
this situatio n exists a nd take measures to remedy it ,
th eir goal o f aiding the poorest o f the poor will
continue to be fru strated.

26 • Measuring Celtic cultural values: If it is Irish is it
necessarily good?

A.

L. GIANGIACOMO AND D.D. CAULK1NS

Department of Anthropology, Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA
50112
Within relatively homogeneous societies we might expect
agreement on what constitutes core themes or schema of the
culture. A sample of 42 residents in western Ireland were
asked about a series of 21 scenarios, or incidents from daily
life, dealing with the values of egalitarianism, emotionalism,
martyrdom, performance, nostalgia, industriousness, and
individualism. . Respondents were asked how Irish and how
desirable was the the behavior in each of the scenarios. The
responses were analyzed with consensus modeling techniques,
revealing high agreement on what constitutes both Irishness
and desirable behavior. In many cases, the respondents were
critical of their culture, asserting that Irish behavior often
diverged from desirable behavior. The comparision between
profiles of cultural description and cultural ideals can be used
to indicate a population ' s propensity for cultural criticism.

BOTANY

Identity, generational depth, and stereotypes among
Irish and German Americans.

27 •

2 9.
Fire effects on community composition and structure of central
Iowa deciduous forests

T. L. HEDGES AND D.D. CAULK1NS

T. R ROSBURG AND J. GUBBELS

Department of Anthropology, Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA
50112

Department of Botany, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
The objectives of our study were to assess the effects of autumnal fires on
I) the species composition of upland forest communities, 2) the diversity
and structure of upland forest communities, and 3) oak regeneration .

Interviews with small-town Iowa residents of European
ancestry reveals that ethnic heritage is not often an important
component of individual identity. The saliance of European
national or ethnic heritage declines sharply the greater the
generational distance from immigration, so that fourth
generation Euroamericans are likely to claim only "American"
identity. Iowf1-!1S of German heritage and of Irish heritage are
contrasted. .The latter are more likely to claim their European
heritage as part of their identity. Both groups were asked to
rate a series of2 I scenarios or stories dealing with the values
of egalitarianism, emotionalism, martyrdom, performance,
nostalgia, industriousness, and individualism, according to
how characteristically "American" or " Irish" or "German" the
behavior in the story was. Irish-American respondents were in
greater agreement about what constitutes their ethnic heritage
than were German-Americans, although there are frequent
stereotypes about the characteristics of both groups.

Permanent community sample plots were established in 3 forest tracts at
Saylorville Lake during the summer of 1995. Each tract experienced a
different fire regime (0 fires, I fire, and 3 fires) from 1991 to 1995. The
community sample plots were 20 x 50 m and contained nested subplots and
transects for measurement of the vegetation in four structural layers canopy, sapling, shrub, and herbaceous. ANOVA was performed to assess
the effect of fue regime on ten community variables.
Generally, Quercus alba was either dominant or co-dominant in terms of
canopy basal area and Ostrya virginiana had either the first or second
highest canopy density. One community variable exhibited a significant
fire effect. The mean percentage of dead saplings in the 3-burn tract (76%)
was much greater than the combined mea n for the I-burn tract (27%) and
0-burn tract (15%). A series of three fall burns over four years imparted
significant mortality to species in the sapling layer. We expect thi s higher
mortality would increase solar radiation in the shrub and herbaceous layers
and make more light available for oak regeneration . Most likely, the lack
of fire effects on the shrub a nd herbaceous layers in this study was
influenced by high heterogeneity within tracts causing variati on that could
not be accounted for. There was a trend in the density of oak "seedlings"
that suggested decreased density under higher fire frequency.
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30.

Changes in the species composition of Sheeder Prairie, 1968-1995

T. R. ROSBURG

3 2 . Calcium oxalate crystals in ovules of normal and
partial sterile soybean

Department of Botany, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011

H. ILARSLAN; R. G. PALMER,2 AND H. T. HORNER 3

Iowa ' s prairie preserves protect some of the most important remnants of
prairie vegetation remaining in Iowa. Long-term monitoring of their
community composition is an essential component of the management of
these natural areas. The objective of this study was to compare the extant
composition of Sheeder Prairie with the species composition in 1968.

Depts. Agronomy,' ·2 Botany,3 Zoology & Genetics,2 USDA ARS, 2 Iowa State University, Ames

Calcium oxalate crystals are a common feature of the
integumentary tissue in developing normal and partial
sterile (PS-1) ovules of soybean. These crystals are specialshaped prismatics consisting of calcium oxalate.
The
crystals occur one to two per cell and typically are oriented
with their long axes perpendicular to the long axis of the
ovule. The crystals appear very early in ovule development,
prior to -ld before fertilization. They continue to increase
in number as the ovules develop. Since the functional
significance of the crystals is of interest, this study was
conducted to determine if there were any differences
between ovules from the normal line and those from the
genetically aberrant line PS-1 where some of the ovules
abort. The results of this study indicate that between the
two lines, there are differences in the number, size, and
shape of the crystals. These differences are related to the
effects of the PS-1 gene on the metabolism of the
integumentary cells.

Measurement of species composition was achieved using the same methods
adopted by Robert Kennedy in 1968. Two belt transects 20 m wide and
with lengths of 230 m and 280 m were relocated. Species abundance was
measured with the frequency of rooted presence in 204 l-m2 quadrats.
Species that increased greatly from 1968 to 1995 included Poa pratensis,
Helianthus rigidus, Carex, Aster azureus, Ambrosia trifida, Andropogon
gerardii, Heliopsis helianthoides, Monardafistu/osa, and Solidago
missouriensis. Major deceasers included Stipa spar/ea, Dichanthelium
leibergii, Zizia aurea, Echinacea pa/Iida, Poa compressa, and Silphium
integrifolium . Some of these changes in composition are likely related to
the change in management, from a primarily haying regime (mow in the
fall) prior to state acquisition to a primarily burning regime (spring fire)
after establishment as a state preserve. Changes in a species overall
abundance did not always reflect the changes in abundance within habitat
types (transect segments with similar edaphic/topographic characteristics).
Detrended Correspondence Analysis indicated that change in community
composition within habitat types was generally similar, however overall
variation in composition increased and divergence in composition occurred
among habitat types. The composition of a low swale changed the most,
while the composition of a steep, east-facing slope changed the least.

33. Calcium oxalate crystal development and function in
soybean ovules: integumentary tissues to embryo

31 · Development of sexually mixed inflorescences
in wild-type Tripsacum dactyloides.

H. ILARSLAN; R. G. PALMER,2 AND H. T. HORNER3

A. Orr, R. Kaparthi, and M. Sundberg

I2

Department of Biology, University of Northern
Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614

3
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2

Depts. Agronomy, · Botany, Zoology & Genetics, USDA •
ARS, 2 Iowa State University, Ames

Early organogenesis of Tripsacum dactyloides
(gamagrass) inflorescences (IF) that terminate
both the primary axis (Ai) and axes lateral (A2 ) to
the primary axis was examined using scanning
electron microscopy. Organogenesis along an IF
rachis proceeded acropetally and showed a
dorsiventral morphology. Distichously produced
bract primordia subtended axillary buds along the
abaxial surface. The development of branch,
spikelet (sp) and floret primordia (p) were
similar to that described for maize and the
teosintes (see Orr and Sundberg, 1994). Wildtype
IF developed two ranks (four rows) of paired
staminate sp with two florets each on the distal
portion of the rachis, and two ranks (two rows) of
single female sp with one floret on the proximal
portion of the rachis. Gynoecial tissue aborted in
both staminate florets.
The single sp condition
arose by arrest and abortion of the pedicellate
sp, and abortion of the lower floret in the
sessile sp. This ontogenetic derivation of the
single, sessile sp is similar to the pattern
observed in the lateral (A2 ) teosinte IF (Z.
perennis, Z. mexicana and Z. parviglumis). The
sexually mixed IF condition is similar to the
teosinte, Zea diploperennis. Developmental
analysis indicates that genera Zea and Tripsacum
share a commen ontogenetic pattern.

Calcium oxalate crystals form in many integumentary cells
during early stages of normal ovule development (-ld to
+16d). These cells arc highly active and contain vacuoles
which are sites of crystallization. Initiation of crystals
within vacuoles coincides with appearance of dense bodies
(in epidermis), membrane whorls, vesicles, and elongated
tubule-like bodies in other tissues. Dense bodies, whorls,
and tubule-like bodies assume circular shapes in section,
initially, and expand to form crystals. In early crystal
formation, large vacuoles containing this machinery become
angular, mimicing future crystal shapes. As crystals grow,
carbohydrate walls are formed around them.
These
"crystal" walls eventually fuse with the primary cell walls.
The enlarging embryo presses first on the nucellus, then on
the inner and outer integuments crushing most of them.
Preliminary results indicate that crystal formation may be
associated with cell elongation in the integuments and their
later demise, and calcium storage for future use by embryo.

34 • Anatomy and distribution of epidermal and internal foliar
idioblasts in Dombeya and Nesogordonia (Sterculiaceae)
N. R. LERSTEN AND J. D. CURTIS
Department of Botany, Iowa State University, Ames, IA
50011 a nd Biology Department, University of Wisconsin,
Stevens Point, WI 54481
We studied leaf samples from mostly herbarium specimens
of 123 of the 225 species of Dombeva and 11 of the 17
7

37.

species of Nesogordonia, both woody genera concentrated
in Madagascar and nearby islands. Clearings, resinembedded sections, and scanning electron microscopy were
used to clarify the anatomy of unusual idioblasts, last
described as bicelled mucilaginous epidermal clements by
Dumont in 1887. Unlike Dumont, we found a morphological
series of idioblast forms that allowed us to put species
into seven categories: no idioblasts (32 ; 24%); enlarged
single-celled idioblasts (31 ; 23%); enlarged bulb-like single
idioblast (31 ; 23%); bicelled idioblasts ( 12; 9%);
bulb cells mixed with bicells (16; 12%); inner cell ofa
bicell subdivided into 2-4 cells (3 ; (2%); only mesophyll
idioblasts, unconnected to the epidermis (9; 7%). Dumont
( I 887) reported only no idioblasts or bicells from the 34
genera of Sterculiaceae he examined. We have verified his
reports of unusual bicelled idioblasts, and in addition·we
have shown other unusual idioblast variations and extended
the range of idioblast forms known from the Sterculiaceae.

Phyllachora spp . on Poaceae in Iowa

A. C. GABEL AND L. H. TIFFANY
Department of Botany, Iowa State University, 353 Bessey
Hall, Ames, IA 50011

35. Collapsible water storage cells in plants; a review and an
in-progress study of whether they occur in conifers

J. D. CURTIS AND N. R. LERSTEN
Biology Department, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point,
WI 54481 and Department of Botany, Iowa State University,
Ames, IA 50011
Two recently published papers describe unusual plant cells from
the Cactaceae and desert members of the Leguminosae. These
cells collapse when subjected to water stress and reexpand to
absorb and store water when it is available. Even though they
contract and expand dramatically, they maintain their
confluence with adjacent cells. Two species of legumes have
mesophyll composed entirely of "concertina" palisade cells with
undulate lateral walls that allow the cells to collapse vertically
when they lose water. James Mauseth has recently described
cactus cortex cells that have undulate walls and can collapse
three dimensionally under water stress. Some conifers have
rosette mesophyll cells with undulate walls that allow them to fit
together like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. We have begun a study
attempting to determine if these rosette cells also shrink when
water is unavailable to the leaves (during the colder parts of
winter) and reexpand in response to available water (when
temperatures are high enough to allow water to flow to the
leaves) .
36.
The systematic significance of unusual peripheral pollen
arrangement in grasses and sedges
C.C. KIRPES, L.G. CLARK, AND N.R. LERSTEN
Department of Botany, Iowa State University, Ames IA 50011
Grasses have an unusual pollen sac (microsporangium) configuration:
the cells destined to become pollen arc in physical contact with the
tapctum at all stages, and the single pore of each grain forms only
where the pollen wall contacts the tapctum. Sedges differ in that three
of the microspore nuclei degenerate after meiosis, thus one pollen
mother cell produces only one pollen grain. This unique "peripheral"
arrangement in grasses and sedges contrasts with "central" pollen of
other families , where pollen occurs throughout the pollen sac with no
fixed relationship to the tapetum . After a literature survey and original
anatomical observations on 48 species, we verified that peripheral pollen
is predominant in Poaceae and Cyperaceae. We also found that, in
certain broad-leaved tropical forest grasses and sedges considered to be
primitive based on other characters, pollen is of the central configuration,
the pattern also found in related families within both the grass and sedge
orders. The shift from central to peripheral pollen arrangement is
correlated with a shift in both grasses and sedges to open habitats and
wind pollination. Our findings , for grasses, support the currently
accepted hypothesis about evolution of the grass family (Poaceae).
8

Eight species of Phyllachora were collected from twenty
different grass species during the period 1980-1995.
Phyllachora luteomaculata on Andropogon gerardii was
collected from twenty-eight sites , P. cynodontis on Bouteloua
curtipendu/a from ten sites, P. graminis on Calamagrostis
spp. from nine sites, P. graminis on Elymus spp. from twentynine sites , P. vu/gata on Muhlenbergia spp. from sixteen sites
and P. paspa/ico/a on Paspalum spp . from four sites. During
the fall of 1995, ascospore germination of Phyllachora
graminis, P. paspalicola and P. vulgata was observed .
Ascospores germinated after 24 hr. on agar plates held at 16
C, 20 C and 25 C. In the greenhouse spore suspensions of
P. graminis inoculated on E. canadensis and E. virginicus
seedlings followed by 5 days of high humidity resulted in
infection. Classical "tar spot" symptoms were visible on
inoculated leaves after one month. Infected leaves senesced
and the fungus did not spread to younger leaves. This is the
first report of infection resulting from artificial inoculation with
P. graminis on E. canadensis and E. virginicus.

38 •

Smuts of big bluestem in Iowa

L. H. TIFFANY AND G. KNAPHUS
Department of Botany, Iowa State University, 353 Bessey
Hall, Ames, IA 50011
Big bluestem , Andropogon gerardi, a distinctive component of
Iowa tallgrass prairies, is host to two species of smut fungi.
Both smuts are systemic in their host and diseased plants
become severely stunted and seed production is prevented.
Sorosporium provinca/e, culm smut, causes the entire
inflorescence to be converted into a smut gall containing
teliospores. The gall is quite fragile, quickly breaking and
dispersing the spores . Thus this smut is obvious for only a
limited time. Since the first collection in 1924 at Amana, culm
smut has been reported from native and planted prairies in
southern Iowa. Sphacelotheca occidentalis, kernel smut,
causes replacement of individual florets by smut galls. The
habit of the inflorescence may be modified, but it remains
even after the individual galls have broken, giving continuing
evidence of the presence of the smut. S. occidentalis was
first collected in Iowa in 1978 at Caylor prairie in northwest
Iowa where it has developed aggressively. Since then, it has
been found in native prairies primarily in northwestern Iowa
and in planted prairies in central Iowa. It was observed on
the planted prairie at Springbrook State Park in 1979, but it
has not yet become established in Sheeder Prairie, also in
Guthrie County.

from 0.5 I [F = (I, 32) 11.27; p ~ 0.0021 to 0.66 [F = (I,
32) 24.40; p ~ 0.0001 J. Cell fractionation studies indicated
that ethanol-induced changes in brain membrane fatty acid
composition were restricted to microsomal membranes.
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41 • A novel deconvolution method aiding base pair calling in
DNA sequencing

An examination of inflorescence and flower
development in Amelanchier arborea (Michx. f.) Fern.
(Rosaceae)
39 •

K.H. HAZEN, E.S. YEUNG
Ames Laboratory - USDOE, Department of Chemistry, Ames, IA
50011

NANCY L. S. SLIFE AND JEAN M. GERRATH
Department of Biology, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, IA 50614-0421

The Human Genome Initiative is a program designed to enhance
tec hnology leading to rapid and economical DNA sequencing. A
map of the human genome will aid in the identification of
diseased genes, lead to specific medical applications, provide
insights into human biology, and even aid in our understanding of
evolution. At the Ames Laboratories, rapid multiplexed base pair
separation is accomplished with capillary electrophoresis (CE).
Base pair ca lling is based upon the ratio of two channels of
flu orescence collected through 550 and 610 nm longpass filters ,
respectively. A novel simplified deconvolution based upon
Gaussian fitting of the electropherogram peaks is introduced
which takes advantage of the well defined peak centers and
widths obtained in the CE separation . The multifrequency
analysis will decrease required resolution and increase signal to
no ise levels. This will allow a larger number of DNA base pairs
to be accurately called in each CE run and faster separations due
to the ability to analyze coeluting peaks of lower resolution. The
algorithm is amenable to automation in the form of an intelligent
system in a DNA sequencer. An overall increase in the rate and
decrease in cost of DNA sequencing is expected.

Dormant terminal buds of the flowering shrub
Amelanchier arborea were examined in the fall in order
to determine their developmental stage. Buds were
collected, dissected, and the formation of inflorescences
and flowers was examined. Non-reproductive buds could
be distinguished externally from reproductive buds by
their narrower dimensions. Reproductive buds contained
from 2 to 4 foliage leaves, each containing an axillary
inflorescence. Each inflorescence consisted of 8 to 12
floral buds subtended by a hairy bract and flanked by 2
hairy bracteoles. All floral organs were initiated prior to
dormancy.
There was no evidence of further
development of the anthers or ovules. All floral buds on
a given inflorescence appeared to be at the same stage of
development, although the basal one may have been
slightly further developed than the others. These results
concur with the report by Steeves and Steeves (1990) for
A. alnifolia, the economically important saskatoonberry.

42 ·
Characterization of the RNAseP sequence in
Chlorobium limicola.

E. HOEGER, AND J.E. JURGENSON

MICROBIOLOGY:
CELLULAR & MOLECULAR

Department of Biology, The University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, IA. 50614.
RNAse P is a ribonucleoprotein involved in cutting out
pieces of RNA. Specifically, it is involved in tRNA
processing as it makes a single endonucleolytic cleavage in
all precursor tRNA 's to produce mature 5' ends (Morse and
Schmidt, 1992). The sequence encoding the RNA subunit
(mpB gene) of RNAseP has been previously determined in
one strain of Chlorobium limicola (Haas, et al., 1994). A
second strain was obtained from Carolina Biological Supply
to test for conservation of sequence characteristics. This
second strain was used in a PCR with the primers described
in Haas. The amplified rnpB gene sequence appeared to
have fewer base pairs than the Haas strain when analyzed
against a template in gel electrophoresis. Restriction enzyme
a nal ysis of the amplified rnpB sequence revealed
inconsi stencies with the Haas sequence. Sequencing of the
isolated gene will specify the nature of variation in the
Carolina strain of RNAseP.

40 ·
Ethanol alters membrane fatty acid composition
in developing chick brains.

C. L. H. TAYLOR. D. L. SPIDLE. AND
R. R. MILLER. JR .
Grand View College. Biology Dept. . 1200 Grandview
Ave .. Des Moines. IA 50316-1599
Ex posure to ethanol at 0 days of development
induced changes in total membrane fatty acid composition
at 18 days of development. When exposed to ethanol
concentration s ranging from Oto 5 µm I egg, decreased
levels of membrane long-chain, unsaturated membrane acids
and increased levels of short-chain. saturated fatty acids
were observed in embryonic chick brains at 18 days of
development. The ratios of unsaturated membrane/ saturated membrane fatty acids correlated with frontal lobe,
temporal lobe. and parietal lobe neuron densities with the
correlation coefficients (r) ranging from 0.44 IF = (I, 32)
7.84; p ~ 0.009 1 to 0.59 [F = (I, 32) 17.38; p ~ 0.00021.
The ratios of long-chain / short-chain membrane fatty acids
abo correlated with frontal lobe, temporal lobe, and parietal
lobe neuron densities with correlation coefficients (r) ranging

Morse, D. and Schmitt, F. Gene. 117(1992)61-66.
Haas, E., et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 91( 1994)2527-2531.
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46 .

An ultrastructural and molecular study of a new
mutant genie male-sterile soybean

43 • Characteriz ation of the gene encoding an ascospore

specific protein in Aspergillus nidulans.

W. JIN, 1 R. C. SHOEMA KER 2 R.G. PALMER,2 AND
H.T. HORNER 3

C GALER, and J.E.JURGE NSON
Departmen t of Biology, The University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, IA. 50614.

Depts. Agronomy,2 Botany, 1' 3 Zoology & Genetics,2
USDA -ARS, FCR 2 Iowa State University, Ames

A polypeptid e of 77kd has been shown to be specific to
ascospores of Aspergillus nidulans . cDNA for this protein
was isolated from a Ag111 expression library of ascospore poly
A+ RNA. Northern blot and western blot analysis show that
this gene is first transcribed and translated at about 24 hours
post germinatio n, suggesting that ascosporog enesis may
begin much earlier in the development of Aspergillus nidulans
than was previously thought.. Gene inactivation experiment s
have been shown to produce deletion mutants that lack
expression of the 77kd product. Mutants were also found to
be deficient in the production of viable ascospores. In order to
understand the nature of the ascospore specific protein we
have undertaken the determinatio n of the DNA sequence of the
gene and of the position of the gene on the A. nidulans
genome. Data from this analysis and conclusions concerning
the nature of the protein will be determined by comparison to
sequences in the GENBANK data base. This is the first
molecular marker identified for the onset of sexual
differentiati on in Aspergillus nidulans.

Ultrastructural abnormalit ies between normal and malesterile (mutant) anthers were evident during late meiosis.
Mutant tapetal cell cytoplasm became disorganized and
highly vacuolate; many organelles were disrupted and
ER profiles increased. Plastids in mutant cytoplasm of
microspore tetrads developed dense bodies and
surroundin g callose was not degraded, in contrast to
Mutant tetrad
normal tetrads where it dissolved.
Southern
callose.
in
encased
while
microspores aborted
normal
both
in
present
is
gene
callase
that
showed
blots
and mutant lines. Northern blots indicated a reduction in
callase mRNA in mutant line, which suggests
transcription may be affected. Further studies are being
conducted to determine immunologically where callase is
specifically produced in the normal line and whether
translation and/or post-translation are/is affected.

44 · Use of PCR and RAPD Analysis for the Rapid
Detection of Exserohilum turcicum in Zea Mays

47.

Early nodulin gene expression in a woody legume

T. E. ZIEGLER AND J. E. JURGENSO N
C. M. FOSTER,I W.R. ORA VES,2 H. T. HORNER3

Departmen t of Biology, The University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, IA. 50614.

Depts. Botany ,3 Horticulture ,2 Interdepartm ental Plant
Physiology Program, 1 Iowa State University, Ames, IA
50011

Exserohilum turcicum, or Northern Leaf Blight, along
with four other species of pathogenic fungi to Zea maize
were cultured. DNA from these five cultures was isolated
and purified. This DNA was run through a RAPD
(Random Amplified Polymorphi c DNA) using a 10-mer .
primer and ran on an agarose electrophore sis gel. Spec1f1c
bands will be isolated for Exserohilum turcicum, and
cloned into E. coli. The recombinan t DNA will be
sequenced from the E. coli recombinants. Specific primers
for Exserohilum turcicum will be designed to detect the
pathogenic strain in Zea maize using the PCR
technique .

45 • Utilization of polyvinyl alcohols for the Production of
Single Cell Protein by Microbial Fermentatio n in Enclosed
Systems.

J.S.NANR A, J.E.JURGE NSON and B.L.BERG QUIST
Departmen t of Biology, The University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, IA. 50614
Current biomedical practice uses large volumes of disposable
plastics. These include plastics composed of polyvinyl
alcohols. This study evaluates the feasibility of using a two
trophic level microbial system for production of single cell
protein. The microbial system consists of a bacterium which
can degrade/as similate polyvinyl alcohols and a ciliate
(Tetrahymena thermophila) which can use the bacteria as a
Protozoa such as Tetrahymena have chemical
nutrient.
compositio ns that are more useful nutritionally compared to
bacterial cells. Successful demonstrati on of the two trophic
level closed fermentatio n system will demonstra te
methodolog y that may be applied to other bioremediat ion and
biodegrada tion systems.
10

A complete picture of legume nodulation has yet to be
elucidated. To date, the molecular mechanisms behind
nodule organogene sis have been examined, primarily, in
herbaceous legumes. We demonstrate the presence of a
putative ENOD2 gene and study the temporal and organspecific production of its transcripts in an ornamental
woody legume, Maackia amurensis Rupr. & Maxim .
Southern and Northern blots were probed with a cloned 543
bp PCR fragment that was constructed from the genomic
DNA of M amurensis and primers derived from proline-rich
pentapeptid e repeats of conserved ENOD2 sequences. New
data on the characterist ics of nodulin genes in woody
legumes and other less studied genera will be beneficial in
clarifying the nature and evolution of nodulation in legumes.

so·

Detection and analysis of ZRP2 protein in Maize

L. MORAGODA AND J. T. COLBERT

POSTERS

Department of Botany, Iowa State University,
Ames, IA 50011
48 . Cytology and genetics of the £t!i ill soybean genie!
male-sterile, female-sterile

The ZRP2 gene encodes an mRNA that accumulates
preferentially in roots and stems of maize. In this study,
expression of the ZRP2 gene was investigated at the
protein level. About 80% of the full length cDNA clone
was expressed in E.coli and an antibody was raised
against the purified chimeric ZRP2 protein. Western
analysis revealed an approximately 100 kDa polypeptide
in maize roots and stems. This size was about 30 kDa
larger than the predicted molecular weight. Within the
root, the lowest level was detected in the root tip and a
high level was detected in the rest of the root. The
protein accumulation pattern was similar to ZRP2 mRNA
accumulation. In vitro translation of ZRP2 mRNA
resulted in the production of a 100 kDa protein indicating
that the observed size of ZRP2 protein was not likely due
to post-translational modification.

H. ILARSLAN, 1 H. T. SKORUPSKA, 2 H. T. HORNER,J
AND R. G. PALMER 4
Depts. Agronomy, 1' 4 Botany,3 Zoology & Genetics,4 USDA ARS 4 Iowa State Univ., Ames; Depts. Agronomy & Soils,1
and Biological Sciences,2 Clemson Univ., Clemson, SC
A male-sterile, female-sterile mutant was derived from
tissue-culture of cv. Calland. Goal was to identify its
inheritance, allelism, and cytology. Sterile was nonallelic with
st1 , st3 , st4, and st5• In all crosses, except st5 , single-gene
recessive inheritance was indicated; exception gave
duplicate-factor inheritance which was confirmed in F J
generation. Data showed two loci controlling fertility sterility had mutated during culture. Earliest abnormality
during microsporogenesis was unusual nucleoli in
sporogenous mass. During meiosis, some chromosomes
separated from spindles and from rest of chromosomes,
resulting in tetrads and in five to eight microspores held
together by common callose walls. Dissolution of callose
released microspores into Iocules. After mitosis, pollen
degenerated. Results suggest that abnormality is associated
with abnormal se_rulration of chromosomes during_meiosis.

49 •
Cytological and genetic study of a new genie malesterile soybean

W. JIN,' R.G. PALMER,2 AND H.T. HORNER 3
Depts. Agronomy,2 Botany,1.3 Zoology & Genetics,'
USUA -ARS, 2 Iowa State University, Ames
A new male-sterile, female-fertile soybean mutant was
studied cytologically and genetically. Mutant wa~
completely male sterile and was inherited as a singlerecessive gene. No differences in female or male gamete
transmission of the recessive allele was observed between
reciprocal crosses in F I and F 2 generations. Mutant was
non-allelic to any of known six soybean genie male-sterile
mutants. No linkage was detected between sterility and
flower color, or between sterility and pubescence color,
Cytology of microsporogenesis in fertile and sterile
anthers showed sterility was caused by retention of
callose walls which normally are degraded around
tetrads at the late tetrad stage. Tapetum also showed
abnormalities at the tetrad stage, and later stages, which
were expressed by unusual formation of vacuoles and by
accumulation of densely staining material. At maturity,
anthers from sterile plants were devoid of pollen grains.
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51.

Toward down-regulation of a root preferential gene
in maize
V. M. NUNEZ AND J. T. COLBERT
Department of Botany, Iowa State University,
Ames, IA 50011
The ZRP4 gene encodes a 1.4 kb mRNA that
preferentially accumulates in the roots of maize ( Zea
mays L.). Northern blot analysis indicates that ZRP4
mRNA accumulation is low in the root apical meristem
and abundant beyond the 3rd cm from the root tip.
Comparison of ZRP4 polypeptide sequence to
polypeptide sequences of other cloned plant genes
indicates that ZRP4 mRNA may code for an 0methyltransferase involved in suberin biosynthesis
(Held et al., 1993). In this study we intend to decrease
the expression the endogenous ZRP4 gene in corn
roots. Our approach is to express an antisense version
of the ZRP4 gene in stably transformed corn plants
using the particle gun DNA delivery system. A fulllength cDNA fused to the CaMV 35S promoter was
used to make the antisense construct. Out of 15
regenerated plants, the progeny of two putative
transgenic plants have shown the presence of the
antisense gene by PCR analysis. Further molecular
analysis is underway.
Held et al., 1993. Plant Physiol. 102:1001-1008.

54.
Abatement of hog manure odors using coal combustion
wastes

CHEMISTRY:
INORGANIC, PHYSICAL, &
ANALYTICAL

M M CLARK, C. D. CHRISWELL, W. H. BUTTERMORE,
M. R DAWSON, A. C . GENSCH, J. A. O'DONNELL

Center for Coal and the Environment ,
Iowa State University, 275 Metals Development Building ,
Ames, IA 50011
5 2. Reliability of predictions from partial least squares calibration
models

Odor emanating from hog production is becoming a
cause of conflict between hog producers and their neighbors.
Coal combustion wastes such as bottom ash, fly ash , and spent
sulfur removal sorbents have chemical properties and structures
that suggest they might _be useful as odor-control agents for hog
manure.
Preliminary studies have been performed to determine if
these wastes can reduce the odors from hog manure. The work
consists of screening tests in which the effect of several different
concentrations of different wastes were evaluated. As the
amount of treatment material was increased the intensity of the
sour volatile organic acid odors released from the manure
decreased. However, the intensity of ammonia and amine odors
initially increased. It is anticipated that further testing and
process development will result in viable manure treatment
processes based on the use of coal combustion wastes.

J. J. BURMEISTER AND M. A. ARNOLD
Department of Chemistry, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Partial least squares (PLS) is a valuable multivariate calibration technique
for extracting analytical information fr.om spectra having low analytc
concentrations and a highly absorbing background. PLS has been applied
to measuring glucose noninvasively with near-IR spectroscopy.
PLS correlates spectral variations to analytc concentrations. If analyte
concentrations arc not random, artificially low prediction errors may be
obtained due to spectral variations that happen to correlate with analyte
concentrations.
A model system consisting of layers of bovine fat and an aqueous buffer
solution has been developed to study the effect ·..f artificially low
prediction errors in PLS calibration models. The model system has
similar spectral noise levels and absorbance features as noninvasive
spectra collected from human subjects. The solution layer contained
randomly varying concentrations of bovine serum albumin but no glucose.
Calibration models were developed for glucose after assigning artificial
glucose concentrations to the spectra. The prediction abilities of these
models were compared for different glucose/time patterns. The prediction
errors associated with different glucose/time patterns will be presented.

53 •

55 · Mechanisms of deposit formation in fluidized bed combustors
A, C, GENSCH, M. R. DAWSON, J. L. SMEENK,
C. D. CHRISWELL, and R. C. BROWN

Center for Coal and the Environment, Iowa State University, 277
Metals Development Building, Ames, IA 5001 I
A survey of agglomeration and deposit formation in industrial
fluidized bed combustors (FBCs) indicated that at least five boilers
were experiencing some form of bed material agglomeration.
Deposit formation was reported at nine sites with deposits at coal
feed locations, in cyclones, on side walls, and near return loops.

Simultaneous measurement of glucose and glutamine in

msect cell culture media by near infrared spectroscopy
M. R. RILEY, M. RHIEL, X. ZHOU, M. A. ARNOLD, and

In samples from several boilers, three general types of
mineralogical reactions were observed in the agglomerates and
deposits. Agglomeration was initiated by fluxing reactions between
iron(II) from pyrites and aluminosilicates from clays. Agglomeration
likely originated in the dense phase of the FBC bed in the region
where coal is introduced. Secondary mineral reactions appear to
strengthen the agglomerates. When calcium was present in high
amounts , most of the minerals in deposits were calcium-aluminum
silicates and calcium-magnesium-iron silicates. A third type of
reaction appeared to strengthen agglomerates and fill the void spaces
between agglomerate particles with calcium sulfate. Tus filling is
the result of recrystallization of fin e particles of calcium sulfate
prese nt in the combustor as an aerosol.

D. W. MURHAMMER
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
The purpose of this study is to develop non-invasive
techniques to monitor the composition of cell culture media in
insect cell bioreactors to ensure that the cells are maintained in
an optimal environment for growth and product generation.
Glucose and glutamine concentrations in an insect cell
bioreactor have been determined with near-infrared absorption
spectroscopy. Aliquots of spent media, from the end of a
bioreactor run , were spiked with varying amount of glucose
and glutamine. Spectra of these aliquots were collected in the
region of 5000 - 4000 cm- 1 with a 1.5 mm optical path
length. Partial least-square regression and digital Fourier
filtering were applied to analyze the collected spectra and to
develop calibration model s for glucose and glutamine. These
models were used to predict concentrations of these species in
twenty five bioreactor samples collected during a fermentation
run. Under the culture conditions evaluated here , glucose
concentrations range from 38 to 55 mM while glutamine levels
range from 2 to 20 mM. Reasonably accurate measurements
of glucose and glutamine were possible over these entire
ranges . For glucose, a standard error of prediction of 1.24
mM and a mean percent error of 2.2% were obtained.

56.
A novel oxygen sensor with a radiolumincsccnt light
source
H . CHUANG AND M. A. ARNOLD
Department of Chemistry, University of Iowa, Iowa Cit y, IA
52242

An
optical
oxygen
sensor
with
a
self-powered
radiolumincsccnt (RL) light source has been reali zed in our
laboratory .
TI1c RL sou rce consists of a fl-emittin g
radionuclide and a blue phosphor. p particles from the
radionuclide arc used to excite the phosphor, resulting in blue
12

Using a fluidized bed reactor, samples of expired
seed corn were gasified in a fuel rich environm ent. This
was done by reducing the oxygen flow into the reactor to
25% of the level required to combust the seed corn. The
resulting gas stream was analyzed for gas content and
concentration. The primary compone nts of the stream
were H2, CO, CO2, N2, 02 , and CH4. This product
mixture can be burned and could potential ly replace
natural gas as a fuel supply for grain dryers, small boilers
or engines.

emission (450 nm max .) which excites a ruthenium complex
immobilized in a polymer membrane . Oxygen concentration is
determined by measuring the magnitude of oxygen-induced
fluorescence quenching of the ruthenium complex . We haw
shown that this novel oxygen sensor can be realized by using a
flow-through cell as the detection scheme and a PMT or silicon
photodiode as the photodetector.
Character istics of this oxygen sensor design will be presented
in terms of sensitivity, stability, reversibility, lifetime, response
In addition, the possibility of
time and dynamic range.
to other optical devices will be
approach
sensing
extending this
discussed .

Inactivation of lignin peroxidase HB by azide.
J,A BUMPUS 1 and M. TATARKQ2
59 •

57. Respons e mechanis m for ammonia sensors with
indicato rs trapped in hydroph obic membran es

1Department of Chemistry, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar
Falls, Iowa 50614, 2 Department of Biological Sciences,
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

S. K. SPEAR AND M. A. ARNOLD
Departm ent of Chemist ry, Univers ity of Iowa, Iow a
City, IA 52242

It has been shown by others that azide ion is a mechanism-based
suicide substrate for horseradish peroxidase and the peroxidase
from the coprophilic fungus Coprinus macrorhizus. Inactivation is
alent modification of the heme prosthetic groups
caused by cov_
of these peroxIdases by azidyl radical. Lignin peroxidases from
the wood_rotting basidiomycete Phanerochaete chrysosporium
are also inactivated when they catalyze oxidation of azide ion.
However, we have shown that the mechanism of inactivation
appears to be different. During the oxidation of azide by lignin
peroxidase HB a fraction of the enzyme is inactivated. However,
the rest of the enzyme forms a relatively stable ferrous-NO
complex. Although , this complex appears to be an inactivated
form of the enzyme, we have shown that, when present as the
the te_rrous-NO complex, this enzyme is protected temporarily
from 1nactIvatIon. The lignin peroxidase ferrous-NO complex
reverts slowly (t1121 = 6.3 x 103 sec) to the resting (ferric) state. If
azide and hydrogen peroxide (a required co-substrate) are
present (or added), the enzyme undergoes another round of
catalysis_ and further inactivation. Unlike other peroxidases,
substantial amounts of azidyl-heme adducts have not been
found. (Supported by NIEHS Grant ESQ 4922)

Acid-ba se indicato rs ha ve been studied extensi vely
as molecul ar probes for colorim etric ammonia se nsors. Sensors with indicato rs in aqueous interna l
solution s have stead y-st ate respons e propert ies
go verned by the aqueous a ci d-base equilibr ium
constan ts f or ammoni a and the indicat or. These
aqueous acid -base constan ts do not apply; howeve r,
to indicato rs in hydroph obic membran es .
We have looked at the respons e propert ies of ammonia sensors ..,it.h acid - base indicato rs in hyd,-oph obic membran es. Ammonia in the samp le diffuse s
reversib ly into a hydroph obic membran e that contains a proto nated indicato r dye. A I :I stoichio metic reaction occurs between the analyte and the
immobi li zed indicat~ r. Data anal ysis yields the
a ssociat ion constan ts that can be used to model th e
sensor respons e .

Details o f the cons truction and respons e propert ies
af ou,- ammo,1 i a sensor ,1 i I I be presente d a l o1iq <'II ti,
results of our efforts to model the sensor, esponse.

POSTERS
CHEMISTRY:
ORGANIC & BIOLO GICAL
Progress toward the synthesis of C-2 substituted adenosine
60.
5 '-diphosphate analogues for the study of platelet aggregation

C. HARRIS, A. ASWEGA N AND J. R. JEFFERSON
Department of Chemistry , Luther College, Decorah, Iowa 52101

58 .

Gasification of expired seed corn utilizing Fluidized
Bed Combus tors .

Synthesis of a versatile class of C-2 substituted adenosine 5'diphosphate (ADP) analogues should be useful in studies of blood
platelet aggregatio n. Analogues of this type have been shown to
substituted for the native nucleotide in reactions involving the
activation of blood platelets.
When a wound occurs and collagen is exposed to the circulating
elements in blood, platelets become activated and, among other
things, release ADP from storage granules. This released ADP
activates other platelets initiating a cascade effect that amplifies the
clot forming sequence. The activation of platelets by ADP is
proposed to occur by a receptor mediated event. C-2 substituted
analogues have been show to bind in a specific and reversible manor
to formaldehyde fixed platelets mimicking the native ADP .

B. W. MEYER , C. D. CHRISW ELL, M. R. DAWSO N,
R. C. BROWN , S. D. STOBBE .
Center for Coal and the Environm ent,
Iowa State University, 278 Metals Developm ent Building ,
Ames , IA 50011
Every year, seed corn compani es are required to
dispose of co rn that is either discontin ued or can no longer
produce the desired yield in the fields . Current options for
disposal are limited due to the coating of Caplan, a
fungi cide used to preserve the seed during storage that is
often placed on the seed.
13

6 3 • Concentration dependent quench of a fluorescent cholesteryl
ester analogue in lipid vesicles

This work strives to isolate the membrane component of the
platelet that serves as the receptor using of affinity chromatography
techniques with substitutions at the C-2 position on ADP serving as
the site of attachment to the matrix support.
Affinity
chromatographic systems employing ADP analogues with
attachments at other than the C-2 position could be used as filters to
remove ADP binding proteins without the required selectivity of the
membrane receptor. Toe synthesis of 2-(arninopropylthio)-ADP is
proposed as the first step in these studies .

B. LYNCH, S. CHARALAMBOUS, AND J. R. Jefferson
Department of Chemistry, Luther College, Decorah, IA 52 1OI
Fatty acids esters of cholesterol are a major component of blood
lipoprotein particles. The transfer of these esters between high
density lipoprotein particles (HDL) and low density lipoprotein
particles (LDL) is facilitated by transfer proteins, and studies have
shown that reduction in this activity results in HDL elevation and
reduced risk of atherosclerosis . Fluorescent techniques offer an
advantage for measuring this transfer event. The goal of this study
1s to model the exchange process, using changes in fluorescent
signal. A fluorescent cholesterol analog, dehydroergosterylpalrnitate (DHE-paimitate), which is structurally and
b1ochenucally similar to the native cholesteryl ester was
synthesized and used. A comparison of the fluorescent signal from
vesicles containing 1% and 10% fluorescent sterol ester of the total
lipid showed a decrease in the fluorescent signal at 370 nm of over
80%. Each vesicle preparation had the same total amount of
fluorescent sterol ester (5 µM). This is attributed to a selfquenching of the DHE-palrnitate. A curve describing the extent of
quench as a function of % composition was fitted to the
monoexponential relation,
(F/Fmax) = 0. 1598 + 0.840 I* exp(-% composition/2 5)
Using this discovery, mixed populations of vesicles should exhibit
a time-dependent change in fluorescence proportional to the extent
of transfer of the fluorescent cholesteryl ester.

61 · 5ynthesis of a novel adarnantanone derivative containing
6 carbonyls .
K. McMahon, ' R. Lammi, ' N. M. Longfield 2 and A. Docken'
1
2

Dept. of Chemistry, Luther College, Decorah, IA 52101
Dept. of Chemistry, Augustana College, Rock Island
IL61201

The cavity in certain caged hydrocarbons has attracted interest
as a possible mode for ion transport . Adarnantane itself has
been shown to have a very small cavity incapable of
encapsulation.
This project involved the chemical modification of adarnantane
to adarnantane(hexacarbonyl) which may now serve as a
possible electron host. The methods used in this synthesis,
structural elucidation, and possible uses will be discussed.
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64 . Use of soil bioengineering to stabilize eroding
stream banks.

A. J. ARENDS. R. C. SCHULTZ, T. ISENHART, AND C.
RODRIGUES

62.
Phenp roc oumon bi nd ing to a l ph a -1-ac id
g l yc oprote in.

Department of Forestry, Iowa State University, 209 Bessey
Hall, Ames, IA 5001 I

J. LAURITSEN , E . C . SHANE , AND M. WILL IAMS
Chemistry Dep artrrent
Mornings ide Colle g e
Sioux City, IA 5 1106

Iowa's streams and rivers have experienced an increase in
streambank erosion due to increased surface runoff, expanded
number of acres tiled, and stream channelization. Decreased
water quality, increased sediment load, and decreased stream
and streamside wildlife habitat can be attributed to streambank
erosion. A soil bioengineering study has been established on
Bear <;reek, a ~~nd or_der st~ai~ located in Story County
Iowa, m ~ombmat.10n with a npanan buffer strip to determine
the effecliveness of soil bioengineering at reducing
stream~ank erosion. Soil bioengineering is a methodology
where live plant material is utilized, in combination with
woody dead vegetation , rock, and other materials to increase
the stability of highly erodible stream banks. Seven soil
bioe_ngineering systems, constructed with willow cuttings,
fabnc mats, cedar trees, and fascines, were installed over the
last 3 years. Bioengineered and control streambanks were
selected on the basis of their susceptibility to erosion.
Deg~adation and ~gg_radation ? f the stream banks is being
monitored by penod1c surveying and measurement of erosion
pins. Initial data collected in the summer and fal l of 1995
shows that the soil bioengineered streambanks are erodin g at a
slower rate than contro l streambanks.

Th e binding of t h e a nt ic oag ulant d rug , phenproc oumon( Ph e n),to bovine a l p ha-1-ac id g l yc op r o t e in(AGP ) was s tudi e d using a fluo r es c e n ce
"titratio n" techniq u e wh i c h exp l oite d the
e nhance d f luoresce n ce of Phe n wh en bound t o AGP .
Line ar Scat c hard p l o t s fo r the bi nd i ng o f 3x 10 - 6
to 6 x l o - 5M Ph e n to 2 xlo - 5 M AGP s howe d that o n e
Phe n molecul e is b o u nd to AGP (n=0 . 94+0 . 0 4 ) with
an equ i lib ri um association c on s tant of
Ka=( 2 . 3.:_0 . l ) xl 0 4 M- 1 .
Bov i n e AGP p uri f i e d to r e move f att y a c i ds a nd
h e avy me tal s was u sed fo r t h e s tudy ; e xpe r i me nt s
with u npu ri f ied AGP g a v e mor e s c att e r e d r es ult s
a nd a s li ght l y lowe r equilibrium c ons tant . Pre l i minary e xpe r ime nts wi th human AGP s howed much
s tronge r binding , nK=5 xl0 5 wl , and t he possib i l ity
o f multipl e b inding sites as indicate d b y
c urvatur e in th e Scatchard plot .
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65 .

Infiltration studies along vegetated riparian zones.

We tested the methods of sod suppression (herbi cide, till age,
mowing) and seedin g (broadcast and trampled by cattle vs.
drilled) on three pas tures totaling 6.7 ha. And ro po1rn n gerardii ,
Sorg asu-um nutans. Panicum virgatum , and Desmanthus
illinocnsis were seeded at a rate of 13.6 kg/ha pure li ve seed.

L. BHARAT!, R.C . SCHULTZ, T . ISENHART AND C .
RODRIGUES
Department of Forestry, Iowa State University, 209 Bessey
Hall, Ames, IA, 50011

Seedlin g densities in July and October were highest (J 3 grass
scedling/m 2 ) in tilled soil th at had been seeded with a Truax
pl anter. Grass seedling density in the broadcast plots was 0 .5-7
secdlin gs/m 2. History of the site a ffected the intensity of weed
competiti on. Plantings in a form er cornfield recently converted
to pasture had hi gher seedling numbers but did not grow as fast
and did not n ower in the first season while a large proporti on of
grass and leg ume seedlings llowered in the permanent pasture.

Vegetated riparian zones mediate intricate linkages between
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. In 1990, the Iowa State
Agroforestry Research Team (IStARn established_a m_ultispecies (trees, shrubs, and warm season grasses) npanan
buffer strip study along nearly I ~ m. of Bear Cree~ on a_
farm in Story County, Iowa. An unportant goal of this project
is to study the system's ability to act~ a sediment trap and
nutrient and pesticide sink. The e~fecllveness ?~ a b~ffer
strip's ability to function as a nutnent and pest1c1de ~mk
depends on higher infiltration rates. As more water 1s able t_o
enter the root zone, there will be an increase in the contact lime
between water transported NPS pollutants and the assoc iated
plant-soil filter. Also, higher infiltration rates will help in
reducing surface erosion. In June, August and October o~ .
1995, double-ring infiltration measurements were_mad~ w1~m
different vegetation communities of the buffer stnp. Smee 1t
is common to see fields in cultivation or grazed right up to the
edge of the streams, infiltra~ion measurements wer~_also made
in corn and bean fields and m a grazed pasture. In1t1al data
analysis shows that infiltration rates were higher within the
restored buffer strip than in the cultivated fields or grazed
pasture. Infiltration_r~tes also differe_d within the diJ'.ferent
vegetation commurulles of the established buffer stnp.

68 • . . Effects of bum regime on the growth and reproduction of three
prairie !orbs
M. A. KUCHENREUTHER
Divis_ion of Science and Mathematics, University of Minnesota Moms, 600 East 4th Street, Morris, MN 56267
This study compares the effect of spring-burn, fall-burn and no-burn
treat~ents on the wowth and reproduction of three prairie forb
species, each of which has a different phenology. In each of the
treatment areas, individuals of Lithospermum canescens Echinacea
angustifolia and Aster sericeus were permanently marked and
annually measured, both prior to application of the burn treatments
and for two years afterward.
'
During the first post-burn season, phenology of all three of the
species was altered by bum treatment ; plants came into bloom first in
the_fall-burn plots, somewhat later in the no-bum plots and last in the
~pnng-bum plots. Individuals of all three target species were shorter
in the the burn treatments than in the no-burn treatment, perhaps as
a_re~ponse t? removal of a deep litter layer. Both burn treatments
s1gniflcantly increased the number of stems per individual of all
s~cies, relative to ~he _control, probably as a result of heat damage to
apical menstems lying Just beneath the soil surface. Rower and fruit
pro~~ction by Lithospermum, a spring blooming species, was
s1gn1flcantly lower in the spring-burn plots than in the others while
that of Echinacea was greater in both of the burn treatments' than in
the no-burn treatment. Only a few measurable effects carried over
into the second season after the burn. The most significant result
was a very large flush of Aster seedlings seen in both burn areas but
not in the control plots. Similar patterns of seedling recruitment were
not seen in either Lithospermum or Echinacea.

66 . Monitoring La ke Rhquabi for fecal contamination
J . COW DE ,-. and A. MILLER

Department of Biology / Enuironmental Science
Simpson College
Indianola , Iowa 50125
SiH water sites of Lake Rhquabi (located fiue miles
so uth of Indianola, Iowa), were each te sted tw ice
for Escherjchia coli and fecal streptococci using
the qualitatiue procedure described in th e
" Standard Methods of Water Analysis". Lake Rhquabi
is a class "A" body of water that allows boating ,
swimming as we ll as fishing . It was dra ined / dredged
and has recently filled . The lake is surrounded by a
wildlife preserue which is surrounded by pasture.
Seueral streams, permanent and intermittent, flow
from or through this pasture land, across the preserue,
to terminate in the la ke. Results confirmed the
presence of Escherichia coli but no fe ca l streptococci
at two sites and at two different sites fecal
st r eptococci were pres ent but no Esche richia coli,
A total of four or the six collection sites tested pos i tiue
for fecal contam ination while two sites tested negatiue.
Student s pl an to continue th is study in late spring.

69. CHANGE S i n th e o do n a te fa una o f n o rthwest I owa :
1910-1995 .
R. W. CRUD EN , O. J . GODE , J R.
De p t. of Biologica l Scie n ce s , Un i v . of Iowa , Iowa
Cit y , I A 522 4 2
Th e d r a gonflies a nd d a ms elflie s t ha t l i ve i n no rthwes t I owa h a ve ch a nged s ub s t a n t ively during th e
pa s t 85 y e a r s . Some s pe c ie s have seemingly dis a ppe a red ; o t her s a r e new to t he re g ion . To da ys
riv e r sys t e ms s u pp o rt a fa un a comp os ed o f species
th a t were commo n 85 yea r s ago , a t l eas t one tha t
was r a r e 8 5 years ago a nd seve r al th a t a re n e w to
t he regio n . Th e c h anges in the riv e r fa un a und o ubte d l y r eflec t t he s ubs t a n t ia l c h a n ge s in t h e r ive r
sys t ems th a t mus t reflec t, direc t ly or in d i r ec t ly ,
o u r ag ricultur a l endeavor . Human a c t ivi t y is also
responsible for the presence of a n umb er of species
th a t are restricted t o rel a tively deep , permane nt
bodies of water, such as water-filled g r avel pits
and quarries, ma n-made lakes and farm ponds.

67 . p

. .
.
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·c
ram e re~torauon on pastu res in orthcast Iowa : c l ,ccts
of tillage. drilling and cattle trampling on plant establishment.

L. L. JACKSO N, J. KR EBSBAC H AND M. SMIT H
Department of Biology , Uni ve rsity of North ern Iowa, Cedar
Fal b, IA 506 14
Rowtional gra1.ing is a tcc hni4ue cu1Te ntl y being adopted by
fa rme rs in Iowa which may increase the area o f pcn.:nnial
pastures at the ex pense of row crops. Thi s pasture manageme nt
sc heme is compatible with th e growth of native prai1ie species.
The opportunity ex ists to ex pand prairie- lik<.: hahiwt in the
context of a practical and prol1tahle farming sysll:m.
15

Spe c ie s , s uch as Celith em is ep onin a , Gomphu s
s ubmedi a nu s a nd Pe rith emis tener a a r e fo u n d in
the s e h a bit a t s a nd ar e n o t fo und i n th e re g i o n' s
ephemer a l p ond s wetl a nd s . The s e species a r e
either new t o t he reg ion o r fa r mor e common tod ay
tha n the y were 85 yea r s ago .

7 2 • A comparison of survey methods for arthropods of
algific talus slopes, with comments on community structure
E. C.MERTEN, E.J. D OTSETI-I, K.J. L ARSENAND T .R. C OTIRELL

Department of Biology, Luther College, Decorah, IA 5210 l
The purpose of this study was to evaluate methods for
surveying arthropods found on algific talus slopes (ATS).
During September 1995, arthropods were surveyed on ATS
and non-algific slopes at Finch Memorial Woods TNC Preserve
near Bluffton, and along the Oneota River Trail in Decorah.

Survey of the beetle fauna of Big Sand Mound
Nature Preserve in Muscatine and Louisa Counties.Iowa
70 ·

P A MAYES
Muscatine Community College, Muscatine, Iowa 52761

Arthropods were sampled using yellow sticky cards, leaf litter
bags, and bottles baited with fruit, stale beer, or dead shrews.
Yell ow sticky cards caught the greatest number of arthropod
species and individuals, but leaf litter bags were considered
most efficient because they were non-destructive of specimens
and yielded nearly-comparable results. Out of 60 arthropod
taxa collected, 16 taxa were found exclusively on ATS , and 16
other taxa were unique to the non-algific slopes. Overall, ATS
had greater numbers of detritivores, parasitoids, and predators
than non-algific slopes

Beetles have been surveyed from Big Sand Mound
Nature Preserve in Muscatine and Louisa Counties
since 1992. Pit traps and sweeps were used to collect
beetles for identification and comparison from the sand
prairies and dune areas of the preserve. Over fifty
species from twenty-one families of beetles have been
identified. Many of these beetles are primarily found in
sand prairies and similar habitats in the Midwest and
Southwest. Tiger beetles (Cicindelidae) and Ground
beetles (Carabidae) were predominate in the pit traps
while Leaf beetles (Chrysomelidae) and long-horned
beeetles (Cerambycidae) were predominate in the
sweeps. In 1993 there was a noticeable increase in the
vegetative cover, probably associated with the cool, wet
conditions of that summer. There was an increase in the
number of insects collected in 1993 and 1994. A prairie
burn conducted in early 1995 opened a portion of the
prairie and appeared to have an effect on the number of
predatory insects.

73 . Are insect predators more active in diverse
prairie roadsides?
J.

M. VARCH0LA, ~- Doran, and James P. Dunn

Department of Biology, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50624-0421
We ~re investigating the abundance and diversity
of insect predators in relation to diversity of
roadside vegetation. We hope to show that the
greater diversity of a native prairie roadside
would support a much greater diversity of predator~ beetles as compared to standard bromegrass
roadsides.

.
p re,.1mmary
surveys of ground beetles (Coleoptera:
Carabidae) found in tallgrass prairies of northeastern Iowa
71.

K.J. LARSEN, L.F . SCHWEITZAND F.F. PURRINGTON

C~rabidae were sampled from ten experimental roadsides and neighboring corn fields in Northeast
Iowa. Samples were collected weekly from June
through _August. Carabid beetles were identified
to species and statistical comparisons performed
between roadside types.

Department of Biology, Luther College, Decorah, IA 52101
During the summers of 1994 and 1995, the ground beetle fauna
at five original or reconstructed tallgrass prairie sites located in
Allamakee, Winneshiek, and Howard Counties were monitored
using pitfall traps charged with ethylene glycol or propylene
glycol. Traps were placed within tallgrass prairie areas, as well
as in surrounding old fields, woods, and cultivated areas.

We collected over 50 species of Carabidae. We
demonstrate that the conversion of Iowa' s
hope
road s ides from bromegrass to native prairie will
~nhance the role of natural predators in reducing
insect pests in agricultural fields .

!O

These collections and an examination of previously collected
specimens housed in the Luther College insect collection have
resulted in the identification of at least 87 species of Carabidae
in extreme northeastern Iowa. Twelve of these species are
previously unreported for Iowa according to Bousquet &
Larochelle (1 993) and appear to be state records.
This survey is providing baseline data to identify prairieobligate species of ground beetles. Prairie-obligate carabids
may make good ecological indicators of the effects of various
tallgrass prairie management practices (i .e. burning and
mowing) on prairie invertebrates.
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76. Heterogeneous reaction rate enhancement due to
a microphase

ENGINEERING

J. G. ANDERSON, M.A. LARSON AND L. K. DORAISWAMY
Department of Chemical Engineering, Iowa State
University, Ames, IA 50011-2230
74.

Evaluation of neural network architectures

Simultaneous r,mltiphase reaction and crystallization
is used extensively in industrial processes for
separation purposes. For these systems, the rate is
influenced by the mass transfer of the sparingly
soluble solute to the continuous phase where the
reaction occurs. The precipitated produce can
intensify the rate of reaction by acting as a microphase. A microphase is a dispersed phase with
particles that are smaller than the diffusion length
of the rate-limiting solute. The action of the
microphase is to facilitate transport of this solute
by adsorbing it onto the microphase particles near
the microinterface and carrying it into the bulk.
Thus, the concentration gradient of the solute is
steepened. This increases the driving force for
dissolution and mass transfer of the solute, thereby
increasing the overall reaction rate. Enhancement
of the heterogeneous reaction between solid calcium
citrate and aqueous sulfuric acid producing solid
calcium sulfate and aqueous citric acid were
observed experimentally when calcium sulfate microcrystals were present.

K.M. KEPPL ER, W. BATCHELOR, AND X.B . YANG
Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, Iowa State
University. Ames, IA 5001 I.
The goal of this study was to determine the best neural
network architecture to describe soybean rust severity. A
neural network was developed to predict soybean rust
severity using data consisting of observations of soybean,
rust, and environmental conditions measured on soybean
plots in Shanua, Taiwan . Experiments consisted of 42
different planting dates in 1980, and 27 planting dates in
1981 , which resulted in 663 observations of plant and
disease levels.
Neural networks to predict soybean rust severity were
developed using thirteen different network architectures
available in a commercial neural network development
program. The best architecture was a 3-layer back
propagation network with 30 hidden nodes, which gave a
coefficient of multiple determination of 0.86 between
predicted and measured soybean rust severity. The worst
architecture was general regression, which gave a
coefficient of multiple determination of 0.68 .

77.

A New Method for Producing Sodium Sulfate

ROYCE ABBOTT AND T. D. WHEELOCK
Engineering Research Institute and Chemical
Engineering Department, Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa 50011.

7s • Design, construction and operation of a researchscale, tangentially-fired combustor.

SodiuM 3ulfate has been produced commercially for a
number o f years by th e l!annheim process which
involves reacting salt and sulfuric acid in a cast
iron kettle or retort at an elevated temperature.
The possibility of modernizing this process has
been the subject of considerable research. One
promising approach is to react sulfuric acid vapor
with salt in a fluidized bed reactor ~thigh
temperature. A small pilot plant has been built
and operated to demonstrate such a process.
Preliminary results are encouraging.

J. A. O'DONNELL. M. R. DAWSON, C. D. CHRISWELL,
J. L. POLLARD, B. W. MEYER, S. D. STOBBE AND
J . L. SMEENK

Center for Coal and the Environment,
Iowa State University, 278 Metals Development,
Ames, IA 50011

A research-scale, tangentially fired coal combustor
has been constructed to simulate conditions found in full
scale boilers. Large tangentially fired combustors are used
to produce steam for the generation of electricity. They
normally use pulverized coal as a fuel, operate at 2500°F
to 3000°F, and employ precipitators, baghouses, cyclones
and other devices to trap particulate emissions.
The research-scale combustor has been designed,
is currently being tested, and will be used to evaluate the
combustion properties of chemically cleaned coals. This
combustor was designed to operate on coal ground to a
nominal 75 micron particle size. This is the same size of
coal used in commercial boilers. The combustor will
operate at a temperature of about 2700°F, which is the
same operating temperature found in most utilities. A
high-efficiency cyclone was fabricated for particle capture.
This device is expected to yield very acceptable recoveries
of fly ash.

78. Multimedia Instruction in Introductory
Engineering - A Case Study

KRISTEN P. CONST ANT
Materials Science and Engineering
Iowa State University, 3053 Gilman Hall, Ames, IA
50011
Recent advances in multimedia technology make it
possible to develop and present course materials in an
entirely computer-based environment. Videos,
animations, full-color graphics and photographs, and
even sounds can enhance the educational experience.
However, there are challenges in using these
technologies effectively.
17

directly overlies oxidized Pre-lllinoian till. The water table slopes
toward Walnut Creek and it fluctuat es up to 3.5 m in the oxidized
till due to precipitation maxima in the spring and early summer.
Groundwater samples taken during this period show the highest
concentrations of NO,-N (up to 35 mg/I) and ' H activities
consistent with recent precipitation.

Multimedia lectures have been created and used in the
teaching of introductory materials science and
engineering to non-majors. This presentation will
discuss both the development and assessment of
multimedia lectures this course. The tools and
techniques used will be demonstrated and discussed
and the evaluation of the course including students'
perceptions and performance will be reviewed.

8 1 . Interaction of groundwater and Walnut Creek in central
Iowa: preliminary data
S.R. VLACHOS and W.W. SIMPKINS

79. Science and Engineering Web Explorations for (and by)
Female Students

Department of Geological and Atmospheric Sciences, 253
Science I, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011

L. J. GEN ALO, C . COLLIER, M . ROBERTS, AND J.
SANDBERG

The objective of this study is to investigate the interaction of
groundwater and Walnut Creek in the Walnut Creek watershed - a
5600 ha, tile-drained watershed that is a tributary to the South
Skunk River in central Iowa. Two piezometer transects, Walnut
Creek Central and East , are being studied for this research . At
the Central transect , the creek is incised into 1.5 m of Holocene
alluvium (K=10·' m/s) and flows on top of unoxidized late
Wisconsinan till of the Dows Formation (K=1 o·• m/s). Seven
piezometers at depths of 2 to 12 m are installed adjacent and
below the creek and in proximity to a staff gage. At the Eastern
transect, the creek is incised into 3 m of Holocene alluvium and
the creek flows on top of unoxidized Pre-lllinoian till (K- 10-10 m/s).
Piezometers and a staff gage are installed at depths similar to the
Central transect. Weekly water-level and stage measurements
were initiated in September 1995. Despite the differing geologic
units at the sites, the horizontal gradient of hydraulic head at the
water table and vertical hydraulic gradient below the creek indicate
that Walnut Creek receives groundwater inflow during most of the
year. A slight reversal of the hydraulic gradient (from the creek to
the groundwater) appears to develop during the winter months,
which suggests that the creek can also contribute to groundwater.
Creek discharge is artificially maintained by tile inflow from the
upper reaches of the watershed during this period.

Engineering Fundamentals and Multidisciplinary Design Iowa
State Univ., 212 Marston Hall, Ames, IA 50011
This presentation will focus on a summer internship program
held at ISU each year for undergraduate and high school
women. Last summer, two high school women in this program,
co-authors Roberts and Sandberg, created world-wide-web
based explorations into topics in science and engineering which
are common in the daily lives of the average 6th or 7th grader
(the target audience). These two students were directly
supervised by an undergraduate woman, co-author Collier,
herself a former intern in this program.
This presentation will give details of the two specific web-based
multimedia documents created. The first of these explains how
airplanes fly. It includes graphics and verbal explanations as
well as full-motion video and numbers links to related
documents. The second exploration is into the world of special
effects in movies and how computers are used to create these
images. An auxiliary product produced by the interns, a home
page for the Program for Women in Science and Engineering at
Iowa State, is linked to these documents and will also be
discussed.

82. Diatoms from montane wetlands of
western North Carolina

L.A. BRANT and A.B. SMITH

GEOLOGY

Department of Earth Science, University of
Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa
50614
Although the non-glaciated southern
Appalachian Mountains are well-drained,
there is abundant precipitation. Locally,
small areas in which the drainage is
blocked can become wetlands. In the
summer of 1995 the authors sampled water
and diatoms from eight montane wetlands in
western North Carolina (Blue Ridge
Province). The wetlands are characterized
by very soft (6-30 ppm TDS) and somewhat
acidic (pH 4.6-6.4) water. Most of t he
diatoms are taxa typically found in soft
water habitats. A moderately diverse
flora was found at Flat Laurel Gap Bog
(1500 m elev.) that contained numerous
specimens of an unreported species of
Frustulia and other rather rare taxa.
Each of the eight sites sampled provided
its unique assemblage of diatoms .

80. Quaternary geology and groundwater flow in the Walnut
Creek watershed, central Iowa
J.M. EIDEM , W.W. SIMPKINS , and M.R. BURKART
Department of Geological and Atmospheric Sciences, 253
Science I, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 .
The Walnut Creek watershed , a 5600 ha watershed that is
tributary to the Skunk River, has been investigated since 1990
under the auspices of the Management System Evaluation Area
(MSEA) project. The objective of our study is to determine the
relationship between the Quaternary geology and groundwater
flow at the watershed scale. Continuous core was obtained from
17 locations in the watershed. In each borehole, two piezometers
were installed in the oxidized portion of the late Wisconsinan till
(Dows Formation) to monitor water-table elevations and
groundwater quality. Results suggest that the thickness and
lateral extent of the Dows Formation and the Wisconsinan loess
are variable and are controlled by the paleotopography of the
Yarmouth-Sangamon/Pre-lllinoian surface. Core data show that
till of the Dows Formation (4-14 m thick) and the Wisconsinan
loess (<5 m thick) overlie the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol and
Pre-lllinoian till in the western part of the watershed. In the
eastern part of the watershed , oxidized, late Wisconsinan till
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8 5 • Carbonate mound facies in the lower Hopkinton
Formation (Silurian) , Tripoli, Iowa

83 .
Pe rmafr os t c ondition s in t h e Tanana Flat s
o f int e rior Alaska

J . C. WALTERS, C. H. RACINE , AND M. T . J ORGENSON

WAYNE I. ANDERSON

De pa rtme nt o f Ea rt h S cie n ce , Unive r s it y o f No rthe rn
Iowa , Ceda r Fa ll s , IA 506 14

Department of Earth Science, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, IA 50614

Th e Ta n a n a F l a t s is a pe rma fro s t we tl a nd r e g i on
locate d on t he t oe s l ope o f a n e xt e n s iv e al luvial
fan s y s t e m buil t o ut of t he Alaska Ra n ge . We h ave
co n s tru c t e d tr ansec t s ac r oss sec t io n s o f f e n s a nd
fo r es t ed u pland s , ob t ai nin g info rma tion on geolo gy ,
s o i ls , pe rma fr os t , hy dro l ogy , and v e ge t a tio n . Da t a
logge r s r ecor d ac tive l aye r a nd pe rmafr os t
t e mp e r a tur es i n a r e a s of d iff e rin g geomorp hic and
v e ge t a t iv e co n d it io n s , a nd pe rmafr os t c ores 2 to 3
m lo n g p r ovide in fo rma t ion o n ic e cha r ac t e ri s tic s .

The Niemann Quarry, near Tripoli, Iowa, reveals steeplyinclined strata in contrast with the horizontal or nearlyhorizontal bedrock found in most Iowa quarries. Beds with
dips of approximately 30 degrees are common on the west face
of the quarry, and inclinations of 10 to 20 degrees are the
norm for beds of the north wall of the quarry. Steeplyinclined, nearly-vertical, vertical, and overturned beds
dominate the south face of the quarry. The Tripoli quarry is
in the proximity of a low structural feature known as the
Bremer High and is only 12 miles northeast of a quarry near
Denver that displays a pre-Devonian Silurian landscape with
considerable relief. These features may have influenced the
structural setting of the Tripoli quarry in a general way .
However, the overall structural complexity of the quarry
requires further explanation. It is proposed that the
structural setting of the Tripoli quarry represents a
carbonate mound facies of the lower Hopkinton Formation.
Carbonate mounds with inclined bedding are well documented
in the Scotch Grove and Gower formations of Iowa's Silurian,
but this is the first report of such features in the Hopkinton
Formation. Key structures will be described and illustrated.

Th ese s tudi e s s h ow t ha t pe rma fr os t t e mpera tur es in
th e F l a t s a r e r e l a tiv e l y wa rm a t - 0. 2 t o -0 .5 ° C.
Di s tr ib utio n o f pe rma fr os t i s r e l a t e d t o th e
geobo t a n ica l co nd i tio n s a t a specif i c si t e , and
dif f e r e nt c lasses of perma fro s t can be r e c o g ni ze d .
Cryos tru c tur es in t he fro ze n f i n e - g r ained se dime nts
( p rimac i l y s ilt s ) ar e mo s tl y in th e f o rm of
l e nti c ul a r b o di es 1 t o 10 mm thi c k.
Su spend e d
c r yos tru c tur es s ome t imes oc c ur in s ilt y clay lo a ms.
Vis ibl e ic e cont e nt in c or es vari es from 5 t o 70 %,
with th e f i n es t- gr a in e d sedime nt having th e
g r ea t es t i ce con t e nt .

86 • Volcanism in the Atalanta Planitia, Venus

84 .
Strati graphy and Petrology of the Jurassic (?) "Fort
Dodge Beds", North-Central Iowa.
RR

M. M. Harbau h-Adams, S. Morgan, K. J. De Nault, and Laura
Snyder

ANDERSON, R.M. MCKA Y, G.A. LUDVI GSON AN D B.J. WITZKE

Iowa Department of Natural Resources Geological Survey Bureau, I 09
Trowbridge Hall , Iowa City, IA 52242-1 3 19
The " Fort Dodge Beds," located in and near the town of Fort Dodge in
Webster County, are composed of 6 fac ies un conformab ly overlain by
Quaternary sediments. In vertical sequence, the facies include ( I) a basal
conglomerate to sandstone with abundant limestone clasts and reworked
Miss issippian and Pennsylvanian foss il s; (2) a gray siltstone to dark gray
shale with sma ll , agglut inated fo ramin ifera (possibly indigenous); (3) a
thick, economically important gypsum depos it, containing m inor, fine-sand
and silt, and abundant palynomorphs; (4) an unconfo rmably-overlying sandy
mudstone-dominated sequence that also includes horizontally to thicker
lenticul ar stratified sandstone; (5) a mudstone-dominated interval with
discontinuous red , gray, and green mudstones alternating with thin-bedded,
fine-to medium-grained red and gray sandstones; and (6) an uppermost
sequence of th ick , massive, to fin ely- laminated , fi ne-grained, yellow to
white sandstones separated by thin-bedded sandstones. The upper three
facie s, 4, 5, and 6, have been informa lly known as the " So ldier Creek
Formation" and are found over a larger geographic area than the underlying
un its. Beddin g within these rocks is laterlly disconti nuous, foss ils are rare to
absent, and sedimentary structures are rare. Max imum thickness of the
gypsum facie s is approxi mately IO m and composition ranges from 89% to
96% CaSO 4 .2 H20, with the major impurities including quartz, clay, and
carbonate . Th e confo rmable sub-gypsum dark shale and si ltstone ranges in
th ick ness from Oto 7m in thickness and is marked by bright red iron staining
alon g hori zontal and vertical fractures. The basal conglomerate, which
unconfonnab ly overlies Pennsy lvanian Cherokee Group rocks, contains
abundant limestone clasts, abundant reworked Pennsylvanian forams,
brach iopods, bryozoans, and crinoid fragments ; large red shale rip-up clasts,
and large sand to pebble-size quartz typify th is unit .

Department of Earth Science, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa 506 14-033 5
The Atalantia Planitia is a roughly circular feature that has the
lowest elevations on Venus. An examination of radar images
from the Magellan space craft showed two areas of intense
volcanism, one located in the center of the region and one to the
No rth. Volcanism was concentrated in the lower elevations of
both these regions. Detailed study based upon both radar
images and al timetry showed that small shield volcanoes, ridge
belts, and wrinkle ridges dominated the landscape. This
topography is similar to Lunar maria plains. Structures such as
corona and large volcanoes were not fo und in either of the areas
suggesting that the cause of the structures and volcanism may
have been due to impact.

87 ·

Volcanic features of Artemis Corona, Venus

K.A.LUND EEN, S. MORGAN, AND K. J.DENAULT
Department of Earth Science, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa 506 14-0335
Coronas are very large, generally circular, volcanic structures
that can range up to 2000 km in diameter. Artemis Corona is
located in the southern hem isphere of Venus. Volcanic
structures identified in Magellan radar images include the
corona itself, shield volcanoes, volcanic cones or domes, and
lava flow fie lds. Shie ld volcanoes were concentrated in areas of
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low elevation. While shield volcanoes were the most abundant
volcanic feature identified, some apparently explosive domal
volcanic structures were also present. These structures were
nearly uniformly distribu(ed in close proximity to the inner
curve of the chasma. The location of this type of volcanism is
similar to the location of back arc volcanism on Earth that is
associated with retrograde subduction. This may indicate that
some volcanism on Artemis Corona is associated with some
type of retrograde subduction of a portion of the surrounding
crust.

90. Biodegradation of atrazin e in subsurface sediments from Iowa and
Illinois.
R. A. AMES AND B. L. HOYL E.
Departm ent of Geological and Atmospheric Sciences, 253 Science I, Iowa
State Uni versity, Ames, IA 5001 I
The potenti al fo r contamin ation of ground water by herbicides ex ists
th ro ughout th e Midwest. Th e purpose of thi s USEPA-funded study is Io
determine whether subsurface microorgani sms are capable of degrading
atrazine, a corn herbicide commonly found in rural ground water.
Screening a large number of samples for biodegradation of atrazin e will
help determine whether indigenous microorgani sms can be used to degrade
atrazin e in aqu ifers. Subsurface samples were obtained from the Skunk
Ri ver floodplain in Story County, Iowa, and from a form er agricultural
chemi ca l dealership in Illin ois. The idea of the screening ex periment is to
create nitrogen-limiting conditions to promote th e use of atrazin e as a
nitrogen source as the microbes metaboli ze th e added carbon . In th e Iowa
core sampl es, 38 samples were screened with a I: I ratio of solution
(buffered minera l medium containing 25 mg/L atrazin e) to soil (dry wt. ).
Forty-four core samples from Illinois were screened in duplicate with a 7: I
solution:soil ratio . Eighteen of the subsurface samples at th e Iowa site had
35% or greater loss of atrazin e by day 85 and metabolites were still
detectab le. By 40 d atrazine in several sandy samples from th e Illinois site
had been completely degraded and there were no detectabl e metabolites
(DEA , DI A, DEDIA ). Th ese results indicate that atrazine can be degraded
in subsurface sedim ents. Those sampl es ex hibitin g atrazin e degradation
will be used in bi ostimul ati on experiments and to isolate atrazine-degrading
microo rgani sms.

88 • Comparison of calculated and measured viscosities of
KilaueabasaltswithApollo 11, 14, and 17lunarsamples.

J.M . Weber
Department of Earth Science, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0335
Bottinga and Weill (1972) introduced a method for calculating
the viscosity of a silicate melt based upon the mole fractions of
the major oxides and temperature. Viscosities of Kilauea
Volcano basalts were calculated and compared with measured
viscosities of these basalts and calculated viscosities of lunar
basalts sampled by Apollo 11 , 14, and 17. All comparisons were
made at 1200°C. The calculated viscosities of Kilauea basalts
were around I 0 2 poise which compares well with the measured
viscosity of these basalts . The calculated viscosities of lunar
basalts sampled by Apollo 14 were comparable to Kilauea
basalts but calculated viscosities of Apollo 11 and 17 samples
were around IO I poise. The difference in calculated viscosities
is due to the silica content being less in the Apollo 11 and 17
samples, which were collected from lava flows, than the silica
content of Apollo 14 samples, which may have been collected
from ejecta. On the basis of this analysis, lunar basalts had an
equal or lower viscosity than terrestrial basalts.

91 ·

Hydrogeological characteristics used to determine
vulnerability rankings for wellhead protection program in Iowa
C. A. THOMPSON, M. R. HOWES, AND P. E. VANDORPE
Iowa Department of Natural Resources Geological Survey
Bureau, I09 Trowbridge Hall, Iowa City, IA 52242-1319
The 1986 Amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act
established a Wellhead Protection (WHP) Program to protect
groundwater that supplies wells and well fields which
contribute drinking water to public water supply systems.
Rankings, based on vulnerability to contamination, were
assigned to 716 Iowa municipalities . Rankings were based on
the presence of a confining unit such as shale or glacial till ,
well depth , availability of alternative sources, and other
factors. Five vulnerability classes were created: I A, I, 2, 3, 4
with I A being the most vulnerable and 4 being the least
vulnerable. Ranking water supplies by this system places 31 %
of the communities in the two most vulnerable classes (IA and
I). Forty-three percent of communities with populations in
excess of I 0,000 which rely on groundwater are ranked as I A
or I (31 % of all communities in excess of I 0,000 use surface
water or purchase water).

89 •
Annual fluctuation of dissolved oxygen in Quaternary
sediments within the Walnut Creek watershed
M.S. BROWN and W.W. SIMPKINS
Department of Geological and Atmospheric Sciences, 253
Science I, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
Redox reactions that occur in groundwater, such as denitrification,
are affected by the concentration of dissolved oxygen (D.O.); thus,
measurement of D.O. should be an integral part of any water quality
investigation concerning NO,-N. We hypothesize that groundwater
recharge containing D.O. should cause temporal variations in D.O.
concentrations near the water table and that concentrations should
change with depth. The objective of our study is to test this
hypothesis in groundwater within Quaternary sediments in the
Walnut Creek watershed.
Hydraulic head and D.O. measurements were made monthly in 25
shallow piezometers during a one year period. Piezometers are
screened at depths between 2 to 8 m in oxidized and unoxidized ,
late Wisconsinan till of the Dows Formation and in Wisconsinan
loess. D.O. is determined using CHEMetrics® Indigo Carmine
and Rhodazine-D ampoules installed into a self-designed ,
downhole sampler. The measurement range of these methods is
0 to 12 ppm. Concentrations are obtained by both colorimetric
comparison to known standards and by use of a portable
spectrophotometer. Results indicate that the highest D.O.
concentrations (up to 1o ppm) coincide with groundwater recharge
in late spring and that concentrations decline markedly with depth,
coincident with the presence of unoxidized till.

92 • Estimation of hydraulic parameters in Pre-lllinoian till at the
Northeast Research Farm near Nashua, Iowa
M.A. WEIS and W.W. SIMPKINS
Department of Geological and Atmospheric Sciences, 253
Science I, Iowa State University, Ames , IA 50011
Transport of agricultural chemicals in Pre-lllinoian till and their
impact on groundwater quality is the focus of research at the
Management System Evaluation Area (MSEA) project located at
the Northeast Research Farm near Nashua, Iowa. The objective
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of the present study is to estimate the hydraulic parameters of the
Pre-lllinoian till by slug and pumping tests.

Cedar Rapids North (OF M 95 -1 ) and Marion (O FM 95-2) 7.5' quadrang les
( I :24 ,000 scale) and the bedrock geology of Linn County (OFM 95-3 ;
I : 100,000 scale). T hese areas were selected to address concerns about ( I )
im pacts of metro po litan expansion into a karst drainage area near Robins,
Iowa; (2) we ll-h ead protection of the Cedar Rapids mun ic ipal well field in
the Cedar River alluvial aquifer; and (3) aiding developme nt of long-range
pl ans for sanitary landfill fac ilities north o f Marion . Geolog ic mapping is in
progress in the Cedar Rapids South and Central City 7 .5' quadrangles, due
for completion in the summ er of 1996 . Proposed mapping fo r the year o f th e
project has been recommended fo r fundin g by the national review panel,
pending passage o f appropri ations for the U.S. Department of Interior. This
w ill include geo logic mapping of the Bertram 7. 5 ' quadrang le, and
compilation o f the surficial geology of Linn County at I: I 00,000 scale.

The site geology consists of 9 m of fractured , oxidized Prelllinoian till and 19 m of unoxidized till overlying the Devonian
limestone aquifer. Fourteen vertical and angled piezometers
were installed to depths of 29 m in both oxidized and unoxidized
till. Results of falling and rising head slug tests show geometric
mean hydraulic conductivity (K) values of 7 x 10-' mi s (N = 10; log
std . dev = 0.29) in the fractured , oxidized till and 8 x 1o-• mi s (N =
6; log std. dev = 0.45) in the unoxidized till. Results from vertical
and angled piezometers in the oxidized till are not significantly
different. Two constant-head pumping tests of 56 and 98 hours in
length were performed within a 10 m screened interval in the
oxidized till. Preliminary estimates of T and S values from these
tests are 2 x 1o-' m' /s and 0.12 , respectively . K values from
these tests are in good agreement with the slug tests. Results of
this study suggest that the oxidized zone is a more "hydrologically
active" zone that will likely contain agricultural chemicals.

95 .

S ub c ri t i ca l f r ac ture p rop a gati on in agate

J . J . SANT I AND S . K. MCDONALD
Ph ys i cs Dep artme nt, Mo rnings ide College, Sioux City
I A 51106

POSTERS

Sub cri t ical fra c ture p ropagation in agate is ~ good
a nalog to time depende nt failure of the earth's
laye r e d c rus t. To inv e s tigate subcritical .fracture
p r opa g ation in agate , a test me thod was developed
and t e sts we re pe rformed on agate samples with
composi tional and t e xtural banding .

93 . Basement lithology and structure from gravity and
magnetic data, northeast Iowa
C J

In an iron bande d agate sample, the agate strength
wa s indepe ndent of the iron con centration in the
band . In t e xturally bande d agate samples the agate
s tre n g th was independent of th e texture (fibrous ,
twi s t e d f ibrous or amygdaloidal) of the band .
The fra c ture alway s p r opagated p arall e l to the
t e xtural fibe r s in the s amp l e , e ven when the fibers
we r e pe r pendi c ular t o 01 . Crac k s propagating with
a h i gh ve locity p r o duced a s mooth crack surfac e
whereas c racks propagating with a low velocity
p r o duced a hackl e d crack s urface. Tests were also
conduct e d to dete rmine the e ff e ct of environment
pH o n th e fra c tur e . Agate s amp l es were tested in
ai r, d is tille d wate r, l N NaOH, and 1 N HCl. There
was no d i f f e r e n ce in th e streng th of the agate wh e n
e xposed to th e f our di f f e r e nt e nvironme nts.

HELLA AND R. KELLOGG

Physics Department, Luther College, 700 College Drive, Decorah,
IA 52101
A gravity survey was conducted over approximately 4600 square
kilometers of northeast Iowa. The survey was undertaken to
provide detailed gravity coverage at approximately one mile
intervals and to model the source of several significant gravity
and magnetic anomalies. Twelve hundred gravity stations have
been occupied in the survey area. These data were merged with
extant gravity data from the Geological Survey Bureau of the
Iowa Department of Natural Resources to produce a Bouguer
anomaly map and residual maps using band-pass filtering and
polynomial fitting techniques. Profiles were prepared from the
residual maps and profile analysis undertaken to examine the
so urce-confi guration of intrusive bodies located with in the
basement of the study area. The gravity data, when combined
with available magnetic and drill hole information, confirms a
predominantl y fel sic basement complex with several gabbro and
ultramafic intrusive bodies. Several northeast trending faults were
interpreted to occur, including one with at least 100 meters of
vertical relief in th e Decorah area.

LINGUISTICS/PSYCHOLOGY

96 . Automatic encoding alone does not produce implicit
memory

94 . Geo log ic mapp ing in Lin n County: th e Iowa experience in th e
nati onal STA T EMAP program

B . T. CRABB AND V. J. DARK

GA LUDV IGSON. E.A. BETT IS Ill , J.D. G IG LI ERANO, M.R. HO WES,
and R.R. AN DER SON.

Dept. of Psychology, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 5001 I

Iowa Departm ent o f atural Resource s, Geo logica l Survey Bureau (GS B),
I 09 Trow bridge Hall , Iowa C ity, IA 52242- 13 19.

Implicit memory is widely viewed as resulting from automatic
encoding. According to most accounts, stimuli need not be
attentionally encoded in order to influence performance on a
later implicit memory test. An experiment was conducted to
investigate this hypothesis by testing for implicit memory for
unattended words. In an initial selective attention task,
participants reported (attended to) one of two briefly presented
words. Implicit memory for the unreported (unattended) words
was then tested on word stem completion and perceptual

Th e Iowa D R-GS B is engage d in the second year o f a three-year program
to map th e near- surface geo logy o f Linn Co unty, as part of the ST A T EMAP
Program admini stered by th e U.S. Geo log ica l Survey . As required by
program directi ves, Linn Co unty was selected by a statew ide mapp ing
adv isory panel as th e fir st pri ority fo r new geo log ic mapping a imed at
reso lv in g enviro nm ental & natu ral reso urce issues in expand ing metro po litan
areas. Th e proj ect has also rece ived fundin g support fro m county an d
municipal agenc ies responsibl e fo r dec isio ns on local natural resource issues.
Compl eted O pen File Maps (OF M) in c lud e the surfic ial geo logy of the
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fluency tasks. Results indicated no significant difference
between the old (unattended) words and new words on either
task, suggesting that no implicit memory was formed for
unattended words during the initial task. These fi ndings call
into question the hypothesis that implicit memory results from
entirely automatic processes. Specifically, attentional encoding
may be necessary in implicit memory format ion.

99. Cautiousness and operant stereotypy
in older adults

D, LOPATIO. S. OGIER, E. WICKELGREN,
C. GIBBENS, A. SMm-I, L. SULLIVAN,
ANDM. MUNS
Psychology Department
Grinnell College
Grinnell , IA 50 112
The performance of older adults was compared
to that of college students duri ng an operan t
stereotypy procedu re. Subjects guided a marker
through a matrix that appeared on a computer
monitor. Correct responses were rewarded with
money. Older adults were slightl y less
likely to try novel paths throug h the matrix
than college students were. The marginal
difference may be attri butable to anxiety
about working with a computer.

97 . An overview of lingui stics at The University
of Malta
C, D, GUNTER

Communication Disorders , Iowa State
21 0 Pearson Hall , Ames , IA 50011 ,

University ,

The presenter served as a Fulbr ight Scholar
Malta for ten months in the 1994- 1995 Year .

in

The presentation will overview Linguistics at The
Univer sity of Malta with information on these areas : (1 ) the fac il iti es of the Institute
of
Linguisti cs , ( 2) the curriculum in Linguistics ,
(3) the rel ation of Linguist i cs to other academic
areas , such as Commun i cation Therapy , where the
pr esenter was housed , (4) the role of the
pr esenter as an instructor for new Cl in i cal Lingui s tics cl asses , and (5) the nature of the current
r esearch interests in Maltese. Li.rrguisti cs.
The
of
pr esentation will ccncl ude with an overvi ew
the chall enges that fac e the staff and the
student s of the I nst i tute.

100 . Incentive provision in laboratory studies of
decision making

D. WISEMAN
Department of Psychology , University of Iowa,Iowa
City , IA 52242
Researchers who study human decision making
through laboratory experiments have disputed the
importance of providing incentives to persons to
respond in a " tru t hful" or "motivated " manner .
Certain workers have held that incentives are
vital for ob t aining responses which reflect
underlying decision preferences . However, much
support exists for the notion that incentives are
unecessary . Three experiments which found the same
decision preferences to be manifested
regardless of whether or not monetary incentives
were provided will be discussed.

98 . A survey of weight control methods used by students
of Iowa Wesleyan College
S. E. Kaufman and I. R. Crooks
Psychology Department, Iowa Wesleyan College ,
601 N. Main , Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 52641

PHYSICS

A survey was developed to learn weight control practices
used by adults . The questionnaire was presented to full -time
and part-time students. The sample consisted of 36 male
and 86 female full-time, and 17 male and 31 female part-time
students at Iowa Wesleyan College. The data was compared to
determine differences in weight control of men and women ,
age differences , and how weight is controlled and maintained.

Leveloping scie nce course rrodules on World
Wide Web

101.

A. A. Gokhale

The data show no statistical difference between men and women ,
or across ages . The age range for part-time males was 22-53,
part-time females 17-45, full -time males 18-25, and full-time
females 17-29. Physical activity and nutrition are used
over appetite suppressing drugs, fasting , vomiting , or organized
weight control programs. The top physical activity of part-time
males and females is walking ; for full -time males running, and
full -time females participated in aerobics for weight control.

Departrrent of Indust rial Te ctnology , Illinois State
Unive rsity , Nounal , IL 61790-5100
The presen t a t ion will focus on effP.Ct ive scie nce
curriculum integration t hrough t he use of ins truct ional t P.Chnology . The focus will be t o derronstrat e t he canpute r as an inst ruc t ional t ool
inte grat ed int o, rat her t han apart from clas sroom
activi t i es. Init ially , t re a ttendees will be
introduced to t he World Wide Web and HTML Programming for the Web . Ther e will be a discus sion of
differ en t aut horing software . Next , the presente r
will describe t he process of publishing on t he We b ,
and linking course modules wit h other We b s i tes .
This will involve a de script ion of transla t ing any
word- proce ssor fil e s t o ht ml . Finally, t·he r e will
be a discussion of copyright issue s , and an ove rview of ot he r inst ruc t ional technology t·ools . The
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Web is an effective tool to get s t udent s inter ested
a nd invol ved in t he science cu=iculum . The obj e c tive is to provide science educators with t ool s t o
arouse students ' inter est and enhance their
knowledge of the discipline .

102.
lab s

The data show a d ramatic incr ease (a b out 0 .25
mag/ air m ass ) in th e m ean a tm os ph e ri c
extin ction over Iowa b eginning soon a ft er t h e
erup tio n a nd p ea kin g a b out a year la t e r.
Approxima tely on e a ddition a l year passed b efor e
th e m ean extinction returned to its pre-erup tion
valu e. Compa rison of th ese r esults with those
ob ta in e d a t o th er loca tion s s h ows th a t th e
volcanic plume was localize d in la titud e a nd
d rifted s lowly northward .

The use of Labwo r ks i n introductory phy sics

W. S . KO LL N
De pa r tment of Chemi s t r y and Phy s ic s
Simpson College ; I ndianola, IA 50125

10 5 • Solar wind and SEP helium and neon analyses of indi\idual lunar
and meteoritic grains by pulse heating.

The use of Labw or ks, a pro g r ammab l e data
collection and ana l y s is inte r face sy s tem , in
int r oduct o ry phy s ics wi l l be desc r ibed. The
pro g r ammable a s pec t of thi s system r equi r es
s tudent s to actively pa r ticipate in the design
of the experiment data co l lection and ana l ysis.
The us e of thi s system fo r s ome simple mechan i c s
experiments will be demon s trated .

P. E. RIDER, A.O. NIER AND D.J. SCHLUTfER
Grand View College, 1200 Grand,i ew Avenue, Des Moines, IA 503 16
Previous pyrol:ytic and acid etch noble gas analyses of selected lunar soils
and meteorites have demonstrated the existence of two implanted particle
populations: A surface-sited component consisting of solar wind particles
and another that is more deeply-sited. Two compelling e:1.-planations for the
origin of this second reservoir have been proposed. One suggests that it
consists of solar particles (SEP's) that are more energetic than solar wind
ions. The other contends that it represents solar wind particles that have
migrated toward grain interiors as the result of diffusion. The pulse heating
technique (described in our presentation) permits analysis of the
composition and distribution of light noble gases in individual grains and
thus provides an important complimentary source of data for the resolution
of this controversy. Plagioclase from soils 67601 and 60051 , pyroxene
from soil 7508 l and enstatite grains from the meteorite Pesyanoe were
analyzed during our most recent set of experiments.

103 . T h e t im e- d e p e n de n ce of t h e fr e qu e n cy
co mp o n e nt s i n t h e li g h t c urve of RV
Androme dae

R. R. CADMUS. JR , J. B. ROST AND K. A. YOUNG

Depa rtment of Physics
Grinnell College
Grinnell , IA 50112

In order to better understand the physical processes that affect the
composition and distribution of gases in these grains we have also designed
an experimental apparatus that attempts to simulate the conditions of solar
flux bombardment in the parent body regolith. By implanting helium and
hydrogen into pristine mineral grains and analyzing these grains using the
pulse heating technique we can study the effects of diffusion after
irradiation and during the measurement process. Release profiles of several
artificially irradiated terrestrial p)Toxene grains were measured and wi.11 be
discussed in our presentation.

Th e brightness va ri a ti ons of the semiregul a r
va ri a b le s t a r RV An dro m e d ae h a ve b ee n
m onitored for over 10 year s a t Grinnell College's
Gran t 0 . Gale Observatory as pa r t of a proj ect
des ign ed to h elp u s improve our und er s tanding
of thi s class of pulsating s t a r s. In the early
l 980 's t h e Fourier s p ectrum of the light curve
had only on e s tron g frequ en cy component , but
fo llowing a n app a r en t ch a n ge in th e mode of
pulsation of t h e s t a r in 1986 the s p ec trum
b ecam e m or e co mpl ex.
S in ce th a t time the
strength s of th e co mp on ents h ave been variable,
a lthough th er e h as b een a gradu a l trend b ac k
towar d a simpler spectrum .

POSTERS

Th ese r es ult s s u gges t th at th e oscilla tion s of
t h ese stars may involve a compl ex interac tion
a mon g several of the star 's m odes of pulsation.
106 • M icrocli mate temperature and wind stud ies at Storm
Lake

io 4 • Var iations

in atmosp h e ri c exti n c ti o n
1esu lting from the Mt. Pinatubo volcanic eruption

M . L. BIERMANN, S . L. CEJKA AND L.A. RINKEL

J.B. ROST AND R.R. CADMUS, JR

School of Science, Buena Vista University, Storm Lake, IA

50588

Department of Physi cs
Grinnell College
Grin nell . IA 50112

Temperature and wind speed d iffere nces were measured at
two locations over a period of fo ur mont hs beginnin g in
November 1995. T he sites for the meas uremen ts were
Estelle Siebens Sc ience Center at Buen a Vista Un ivers ity and
th e backyard of the house at 205 Oneida, St. , Storm Lake, IA.
The purpose was to determine if there are sign ifica nt
diffe re nces in the c limate on the local sca le, that is, on the
sca le of severa l ki lometers. The campus borders on Storm
Lake to the west a nd so uth , whi le the house is she lte red from
the lake. In addition to the te mperature and wind speed and
direction, the weathe r condit ions were recorded at each si te.
The presence of snow cove r and whether or not the lake was
fr oze n we re also trac ked.

The eruption of th e Mt. Pin a tubo vo lcano in th e
Philipp in es in 1991 inj ec ted m ass ive qu a ntiti es
of materia l into th e uppe r atmosphere, making
the a tmosph e r e less transparent .
We h ave
mon itor e d this c h a n ge by d e t e rmining
a tmosph e r ic ex tin c tion coe ffi c ie nts on over
1,000 dates since 1984 in conjunction with our
progra m of photometri c observations of varia bl e
stars.
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lower S BPs than gonad-intac t controls. Gonad-i ntact rats o n
L-NA M E deve loped a sig ni fica nt increase in S BP w h ile
o rc hid ec to mi zed ra ts o n L -NA M E s howed no increase in
S BP. T hese res ults co n firm th a t testic ul a r a ndrogen s a re
esse nti al fo r no rm a l blood pressure develop me nt in m a le rats
a nd strong ly s uggest th a t, in thei r absence, a reduction in NO
has little effec t o n blood press ure.

It was determi_ned that _under most conditio ns the temperature
was not s 1g m f1cantl y d iffere nt at the two locatio ns. However,
the camp us locati o n does in fac t fee l colder since the w in d is
m uc h stronger a t the uni ve rsi ty . T he s he lt eri ng ab ility of
trees a nd ot he r ho uses lowers the ave rage w ind speed at the
ho use by a bo ut 70 pe rcent compared to the ca m pus locati o n,
based o n pre liminary findin gs. A lso, un de r certa in
condi ti o ns, the air te mperature ac tu all y is coole r o n ca m pus.

109. Does mean arterial pressure of a University
population increase wit h lxxiy height due to a
more direct dependence upon lxxiy mass?

PHYSIOLOGY
C. C. WUNDER
Department of Physiology and Biophysics,
University of Iowa , Iowa City, IA 52246.
107.

Tra nsgeni c anim a ls fo r studying hyperte nsion.

Theoretically, pressure at heart level should
increase by 0.11 mm Hg/( cm of lxxiy height) in
order to maintain constant pressure at the base
of the skull . This concurs with reports for
children and with interspecies comparisons. A
greater increase of 0. 20 ± 0. 02 (SE) mm Hg/ cm is
obtained from simple regression of our 890, mean,
auscultatory measurements (1/3 Systolic P + 2/ 3
Diastolic P, Phase V, for 626 students, described
at earlier Academy meetings as sitting at rest).
In agreement with theory, this converts to an
apparent increase of 0. 09 ± 0. 02 mm Hg/cm upon
correction for cuff :arm-size mismatching. In
disagreement with theory , however, this is
further corrected to an insignificant -0.02 ±
0.04 mm Hg/cm when body mass is held constant by
multiple regression . Apparent dependence upon
height results from the more direct effect of
0.10 ± 0.04-mm Hg/ (kg of body mass) while mass,
itself, increases by an average 0. 92 ± 0. 04
kg/(cm of height).

R L DA Vl SSON, M . W. THOMPSON, D.C. M ERRI LL, C.L.
CA RNEY, G. YANG, Y . DING, S. B. SMI T H, J.E. ROBI LLA RD
AND C. D. SIGM UN D.
Departm ents of Medi c in e, Ph ys io logy, Ob/Gyn, An atomy and
Pedi atrics and the Ge netics Program, Uni versity of Iowa College
of Medicine, Iowa City, IA 52242.
The renin-angiotensin system (RA S) plays a maj or ro le in the
regul atio n of blood press ure and e lectrolyte balance in mamm als
and has been postul ated to play a ro le in the eti o logy of
hypertension. Transgeni c mi ce were generated that contain th e
hum an renin and hum an ang iotensinogen genes in order to
elucidate the ro le played by the system in the deve lopment of
hype rtension. Tran sge ni c mi ce contai nin g both genes exhib it
chro ni c elevati ons in plasma renin acti vity ( I 06.1 ±30 vs. 9.2± 1. 6
in non-transgeni c mi ce measured in ngA ngl/mL/hr, P<0.05),
plas ma angiotensin II (340±58 vs. 99. 1±44 .7 in non-transgeni c
mi ce measured in pg/m L, P<0.02), and mea n arteri al blood
pressure ( 143.9±5. 8 vs. 11 2. 1±2.2 in no n-transge ni c m ice
measured in mmH g, P <0.00001 ). In add it ion, li fe long
overexpress ion of th e RAS in tran sgeni c mi ce results in a
resettin g of th e barore tl ex contro l of heart rate to a hi gher
pressure w ithout alterati ons in the sensiti vity of the refl ex. The
prese nce of both hum an ge nes is also suffic ie nt to correct a leth al
deve lopmental defect caused by ge ne-targeted ablat ion of the
mo use ang iotensinogen gene. These resu lts de monstrate that
overex press ion of the RAS can cause chro ni c hypertension and
that RAS activ ity is required for appro priate renal deve lopment.

110 ·
Selective impairment of endothelium-dependent vasodilalion
following responses to oxidized low density lipoprotein (Ox-LDL).

J. BOCKER, D.A. CHAPPELL AND D.D. GUTTERMAN
VAMC and University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, 52242.
We have reported impaired dilation to thrombin in aorta from
atherosclerotic compared lo normal rabbits but no difference in the
responses to adenosine diphosphale (ADP) or sodium nilroprusside
(SNP). Whtie levels of LDL may be normal in atherosclerosis, ox-LDL
ts often mcreased which may preferentially attenuate vasodilation to
agents acting through G, protein. Therefore we hypothesized that
vessels exposed to ox-LDL will show impaired vasodilation to G,
prote111-med1atcd agomsts. Aortic segments from normal rats (n=4) and
no~mal rabbtls (n=3) were incubated for 6-8 hours in either Cu2•
ox1d12ed LDL at I mg/ml , native LDL (n-LDL) at I mg/ml , or in Kreb's
buffer (control), . then hung, from isometric transducers in orga n
After constriction with
chambers contammg Kreb s buffer.
prostaglandin F,a cumulative dose-response curves to the endotheliumdependent vasodilators thrombin (G, protein-mediated) and adenosine
~•phosphate (ADP) (non-G, protein-mediated) and to the endothel iummdependent vasod_ilator sodium nilroprusside (SNP) were generated.
The maximal d1la1ton lo thrombi n was impaired in both rat and rabbit
vessels exposed to ox-LDL (rat:4± 1%, rabbil :15±2%) compa red to
control vessels (rat:60± 17%, rabbit :53±0.3%) and vessels exposed 10 nLDL (rat:52± 10%). Ox-LDL did not affect the max imal dilation to
ADP (rat:84±8%, rabbit: 75± 11 %) or SNP (rat : 11 6±4%, rabbil:1 04± 1%)
compared 0 10 control vessels treated with ADP (rat:67±5%,
rabbu :90±11/o) or SNP(rat:11 4±4%, rabbit :101 ±1%). In rat aortas
expose~ to n-LDL sim ilar dilat ion was seen to ADP (83±7%) and SNP
( 11 1±4 1/o) compared lo cont rol vessels. These results suggest that
vessels exposed lo ox-LDL in vitro show selecti ve impairment in
endo_thelmm-dependent vasod ilation specific for G, protei n-medi ated
d1lauon.

108 •
The interac ti o n of testic ul ar a ndrogens a nd nitric ox ide
o n blood press ure developme nt in Sprague- D awley rats
B.J. B a rker, D.M. Sarver, R.J . M orrow , a nd D .B. Stratto n
Center for H y pe rte n sio n Researc h , D rake U nivers ity Des
M o ines, IA 503 11
'
!hese i~vesti gati o ns were desig ne d to evalua te the possibl e
mteract1ve role of tes ticul ar a ndrogens and nitric ox ide (NO)
o n blood press ure. T he effec ts of orc hidec to m y a nd oral LNAME admini s tratio n o n blood press ure deve lo pme nt were
recorded in 7 throug h 13 week o ld m ale Sprague- Daw ley rats.
N O sy nthesis was reduced by the ad mini s tration of Nw-N itroL -Arginine Me thy l Este r (L-NAM E), an analog of L-Argi nine
w hi ch mh1b1ts th e synthesis of NO. Initiall y four groups were
pre p~red: ( I) o rc h idectomi zed rats, (2) gonad-i ntac t rats, (3)
orch1dec to mi zed a n d L-NA M E-treated rats, a nd (4) go nadmtact an d L-NAM E- treate d rats. L-NA M E was adm ini s tered
in the drinkin g wa ter (25 m g/ L). Systo lic b lood press ure
(S BP) of a ll a ni ma ls was m eas u re d by ta il c u ff
s ph ygm o_manome try. Sys to lic blood p ressure, heart ra te, and
bo d y weig ht were recorded in itiall y a nd every week fo r the
subseq uent six weeks. Orc hidec to mi zed rats had significantly
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111 . Coronary Artery Occlusion has Differential Effects on
Free Running vs Endocardial Purkinje Bipolar Electrograms

113 · Effect of graded heat on isolated rat mese nteric artery
diameter

J. R. BULLING&, D . 0 . ARNAR, AND J.B . MARTINS
CV Division, Department of Internal Medicine, University of
Iowa, 200 Hawkins Drive, Iowa City, IA 52242

R.C. LOOFT-W ILSON, R.D. MATTHES AN D C. Y. GISOLFI
Depa rtm e nt of Phys iology and Biop hysics, 5-660 Bowen
Science Buildin g, The Un iversity of Iowa, Iowa Cit y, IA 52242

We tested the hypothesis that free running Purkinje (FRP)
might be spared ischemia during coronary artery occlusion
(CAO) while endocardial P (EP) would become ischemic.

Isolated segment s (2-3 mm length, 223-4 17 (m di ameter) of rat
mesenteri c arteries were bath ed in Krebs soluti on, cannul ated at
both ends, and pressuri zed to 50 mmH g. Luminal di ameter was
meas ured in IO norma l and 5 denu ded (end othelium re moved)
vessels with a microscope equi pped with a video camera. Bath
temperature was increased fr om 37 °C to 43 °C in 60 min
(-0. 1°C/m in), then return ed to 37 °C. Smooth musc le integ rity
was dete rmin ed by co nstri cti on with norepinephrine (NE,
I 0 · 5 M) a nd e nd oth e lium integ rit y by dil atio n with
acetylc holine (Ac h, 5x I o -6M ) at 37 °C base line, 43°C, and at
37°C pos t-heat stress. Vessel diameter dec reased significantl y
(p<0.05) in response to graded heat from 39.5 - 43°C (Mean ±
SE, 13.0 ± 2.8 % to 26.9 ± 8.9 %) with the greatest constri cti on
at 42°C (32.8 ± 7.8 %). Di ameter of denud ed vessels did not
significantl y change . In norma l arteri es, smooth musc le and
endoth eli al integrit y we re ma intained th roughout the protocol
and th e co ntrac tile response to NE was significantl y greater at
43°C and at 37 °C pos t-heat stress compared with base line.
Smooth mu sc le integ rity of denuded arteri es was maintained
throughout th e pro toco l with no enh ancement of contractile
res ponse.
We conclude th at graded heat (a) produ ces
vasoco nstri cti on in isolated rat mese nteric arteri es th at is
e nd oth elium-de pe nde nt , and (b) e nh ances th e co nt rac til e
response to NE . Supported by NIH Grant #HL38959.

Methods: 12 dogs had CAO after instrumentation of the risk
zone with 20 plunge needles. Each needle recorded 6 bipoles
sampled at 3.2 kHz during atrial pacing. P and muscle voltages
were measured before and after CAO. Ischemia was defined as
a 45% decrease in voltage. Activation times (AT) from P to
muscle were measured.
Results (Mean ± SEM): Of 88 sites that showed muscle
ischemia after 90 min of CAO, 40 had normal P voltage (group
A) while 48 had ischemic P (group B). AT prior to CAO was
longer in group A (4 .3±0.5 ms) vs group B (3 .3±0.3 ms)
(p<0 .05). Sites with longer AT were also found to have a
good anatomical correlation with visible FRP.
Conclusion: These data suggest that FRP are resistant to
ischemia during CAO, despite ischemia in overlying muscle
presumably due to nourishment form cavity blood. EP show
ischemia simultaneously with adjacent muscle indicating
dependence on epicardial blood supply and/or proximity to
ischemic metabolites.
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Instrumentation with Multipolar Plunge Electrodes may
Potentiate Inducible Arrhythmias and Alter Mechanisms of
Ventricular Tachycardia

Effect of runn ing intensity on intestin al permeability

KAY PALS , RAY-TAI CHANG, AND CA RL V. GISOLFI
Department of Exercise Science, N41 4 Field House, Uni versity of
Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242-1111 .

J. R . BULLING&, D . 0. ARNAR, AND J . B . MARTINS
CV Division, Department of Internal Medicine, University of
Iowa, 200 Hawkins Drive, Iowa City, IA 52242

Enh anced intestin al perm ea bility has bee n assoc iated with
gastrointestin al di sorders in long distance ru nners. The purpose of
this study was to evalua te the effec t of exercise intensity on
intestin al permeability using the lac tul ose (L) and rh amn ose (R)
urin ary exc reti on test. Six healthy volunteers (5 males, I female;
age = 30±5 yrs; YO 2max = 57 .7±5.2 mL•Kg· 1•min- 1) res ted or
perform ed treadmill exerc ise at 40%, 60% and 80% YO2max for
60 min in a cool enviro nment (25°C, 50% relati ve hum idity).
After thirty mi n of rest or exercise, 50 mL of the permeability test
solution (5 g sucrose, 5 g lac tul ose and 2 g rhamnose; -800
mOsm•L· 1) was in ges ted . Subjec ts in ges ted wate r (6
mL•Kg· 1•body weig ht ) immed iately pri or to res t or exe rcise,
immediately fo llowing (mL = g body we ight lost) rest or exercise,
and every hour (3 mL•Kg· 1 body we ight ) thereafter fo r 4.5 h.
Lactulose and rhamnose were analyzed using hi gh pressure liquid
chromatog raphy. Urin ary exc reti on rates (6 h) of the L/R rati o
were used to determine intestin al permeability. Treadmill running
at 80% YO2max increased (p < 0.05) intestinal permeability
compared with rest, 40%, and 60% YO2max with mean L/R rati os
(±SE) of 0. 11 2±0.025 , 0.049±0 .009 , 0. 05 8±0. 006, and
0.067±0.0 I 2, respecti ve ly. Although not stat isticall y significant, a
prog ress ive increase in the mean L/R rati o was observed from rest
to exercise at 40% and 60% YO2max· These res ults demonstrate
that intestin al pe rmeab ility is enh anced as th e intensity of exercise
increases . En hanced intes ti nal permeab ility may co nt ribute to GI
disorders in runn ers.

Instrumentation (INS) of the canine heart with electrodes is
commonly used for mapping inducible ventricular tachycardia
(VT) following coronary artery occlusion (CAO). Extrastimuli
infrequently produce VT prior to CAO. To investigate
mechanisms of this VT we mapped inducible VT in 6 dogs.
Methods: Up to 5 extrastimuli were applied at 3 ventricular
pacing sites in open chest dogs following INS of the risk zone
using 20 multipolar plunge needles. Each needle recorded 6
transmural bipoles filtered from 3 to 1,300 Hz and sampled at
3.2 kHz. 3-D activation maps characterized mechanisms of
induced VT.
Results : 6 of 31 dogs were found to have inducible VT. Each
dog had one VT of which only one was sustained beyond 8
complexes. Of a possible 39 complexes analyzed, only 12
showed a focal Purkinje or endocardial origin. The remainder
showed intramural or epicardial focal mechanisms.
Conclusions: INS with electrodes may potentiate inducible
arrhythmias prior to CAO. Those arrhythmias infrequently
have a Purkinje or endocardial origin contrary to ischemic
arrhythmias of which a majority have focal Purkinje origin.

115 . Effect o f estrogen supple mentatio n on ex erci se the rmoregulatio n
in pre-me nopausal fe males
RAY -TA I CHANG , GP . LAMBERT.
C HAPLER , AND C .V G ISOLFI

PL.

MOSE L EY , F . K.

De partme nt o f E xerc ise Sc ie nce , N4 14 Fie ld House, University of Iowa,
Iowa Ci ty, IA 52242 - 1111
Thi s stud y examined the e ffects o f 3 day s (d) o f estrogen s uppleme ntat io n
o n thc rm orc gu latio n durin g exe rc ise in yo un g (20- 39 yr) ad ult fema le s
d urin g the fo ll ic u lar phase o f the me nstrua l cycle . S ubjec ts ( 11 cont ro l
(P), IO ex pe rim e nt a l (E)) pe rform ed upri g ht cyc le ergome ter exerci se at
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eyebrow/eyelash hair collected from a random sample of
such patients in two outpatient optometry clinics. The
scarcity of patients with the conditions of primary
interest has impeded determination of any correlation
between these conditions and mite infestation, but the
study will continue until April 1996 and any positive
correlations reported then.

60% V02 max in a neutral e nvironment (25 °C, 30% RH ) for 20 min.
Subjects were given placebo (g lucose tablets) or 13-estradiol (2 mg/tablets)
3/d fo r 3 d. All experime nts were conducted between 6:30 and 9:00 a.m.
fo ll owi ng ingestion o f the las t tablet. Heart rate, forea rm blood n ow
(FBF), mean skin temperature, esophageal temperature (Tes) and fo rearm
sweat rate (S R r) were meas ured. Bl ood a na lys is fo r estrogen and
progesterone confi rmed that all women were in the fo lli cular phase of their
menstrual cyc le. Maxim al 0 2 uptake (37. 1±6. 197 ml •kg- 1•min - 1 in P vs
38.4± 6.288 ml •kg- 1•min - 1 in E) , and body we ight to surface area rati o
(35 .58±2.85 in P vs 37.3±2.7 in E) were s imilar between gro ups.
Ne ither the thres ho ld for sweatin g (36.97±0. 15°C in P vs 36.90±0.22"C
in E), the threshold fo r an increase in fo rearm blood fl ow (3 7.09±0.22°C
in P vs 37. l 7±0.26°C in E) , th e slope of SRf-Tes re lationship
(0.42±0.16 in P vs 0 .41±0. 17 in E) o r the FBF-Te s re lati onship
( I0.04±4.4 in P vs 9 .6 I ±3.46 in E) were affected (p > 0.05) by 3 d of
es tro gen supplementati on . We co nc lud e th at 3 d of es troge n
suppl ementation by yo un g adu lt women in the fo lli c ul ar phase of their
menstrual cyc le has no effec t o n heat transfer to th e skin or heat
dissipati o n by evaporative coo lin g. This wo rk is supported by the U.S.
Army Medic al Research and Materia l Command under Con tract No.
DAMD 17-95-C-5093.
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118. Adenovirus-mediated gene transfer into baroreceptor
neurons

116 .

S.S. MEYRELLES, R.V. SHARMA, C.A. WHITEIS, B.L.
DAVIDSON and M .W. CHAPLEAU

D R DEAVERS. PH.D. AND J. F. GRILLO

University oflowa Coll . of Medicine. and Vet. Aff Med. Ctr.,
Iowa City, IA 52242

Customized computer aided instruction for teaching
physiology

Dept of Physiology/Pharmacology, Univ of Osteopathic Medicine &

To explore mechanisms of baroreceptor activation, we have
developed techniques enabling gene transfer into baroreceptor
neurons. Neurons were dissociated from rat nodose ganglia
(site of aortic baroreceptor soma) and exposed to replicationdefective adenovirus containing the P-galactosidase gene lacZ
(5xl 0 7 pfu/ml) or vehicle for 30 min. At various times cultures
were fixed and treated with X-gal. Lacz gene expression
indicated by blue color was observed in 69 of 11 7 neurons
(59%) I day after exposure to virus and persisted for up to 7
None of the vehicle-treated neurons were blue.
days.
Adenovirus did not decrease neuronal survival. To achieve
gene transfer in vivo, adenovirus (2-4 µI of I oto pfu/ml) was
injected onto aortic arch adventitia in 7 anesthetized rats.
Three to 7 days later, nodose neurons were dissociated . Lacz
expression was observed in 782 of 4040 neurons ( 19%) after I
day in culture, was specific to neurons, and persisted for at
least 7 days in vivo and 5 days in culture. In summary, gene
transfer into baroreceptor neurons can be accomplished in vitro
and in vivo using adenovirus vectors. This approach should
enable transfer of functional genes and provide new insights
into cellular and molecular mechanisms of baroreceptor
activation.

Health Sciences, 3200 Grand Av, Des Moines, IA 50312
Customized computer aided instruction (CCAI) consists of
computer aided instruction (CAI) which has been designed to
exactly parallel the lecture component in our physiology course for
osteopathic and podiatric medical students. Further, CCAI has
complete text and figures that were used in the lectures, as well as a
quiz for self evaluation at the end of each chapter. This year we are
using CCAI for the first time in this physiology course. CCAI was
developed to solve problems that are common in many medical
physiology courses. Students in these professional programs tend to
be very hard working individuals; yet often they are overwhelmed
by the volume of material that must be mastered. Since it is usually
deemed unwise by faculty to hold students responsible for less
material, it would seem advantageous to maximize the efficiency of
student study time. It is hoped that by providing accurate and
thorough notes along with a self-assessment mechanism that some
of the shortcomings of student study efforts will be avoided. Our
students and most medical students have a notepool service which
consists of students taking notes on lectures and distributing them to
the rest of the class. This notepool system is inconsistent in quality
and often incorrect. Providing the students with complete resources
such as CCAI seems to offer solutions to these problems.

119 • Platelet activation in carotid sinuses triggers reflex
inhibition of sympathetic nerve activity and hypotension

H. Z. MAO, Z. LI AND M . W. CHAPLEAU
11 7 • Pathogenicity of Demodex mite infestation of
human hair follicles

University of Iowa and Vet. Aff Medical Center, Iowa City
IA 52242
'

J .D. WARNER AND D.E. ERKENBRACK

The carotid sinuses (CS) (site of baroreceptor innervation) are
a commo~ site of atherosclerosis and platelet aggregation. The
goal of this study was to determine if platelet activation in CS
refle".'ly alters renal sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) and
artenal pressure (AP). Injection ofthrombin-activated platelets
(3x I 0 8 /ml) into the vascularly-isolated CS of anesthetized
rabbits nearly abolished SNA and decreased AP from 126 ± 5
to 53 ± 4 mmHg (n= 16, P<0.05) Thrombin alone or U-46619
a thromboxane analog, did not alter SNA or AP. Serotonin (5~
HT) an_d _the 5-HT3 receptor agonist phenylbiguanide (1- IO
µM) m1m1cked the effect of platelets. The platelet-induced
reflex was not altered by indomethacin, but was attenuated by
5-HT receptor antagonists. Platelet activation inhibited SNA
to 5 ± 2% of control in absence of antagoni sts but to only 3 5 ±
11 and 76 ± 4 % of control after selective blockade of 5-HT 2
and S-HT3 ~eceptors with ketanserin and MDL-72222 ( 100
nM), respectively. We conclude that: I) platelet activation in

Department of Biology, Central College, Pella, IA 50219
Infestation of human hair follicles by some species of
the mite genus Demodex is common, but its
pathogenicity remains unsettled. Recent studies have
raised the question of the possibility of correlation
between the degree of mite infestation and conditions
such as facial blepharitis, folliculitis and dermatitis. In
this study the presence of two species of mite prevalent
in humans (D. folliculorum and D. brevis) was
compared to the symptoms present in optometry
patients seeking treatment for dermatological
complaints; vision patients were the control group.
Infestation was detected in about 35% of
26

CS triggei:s reflex inhibition of SNA and hypote nsion; and 2 )
the reflex 1s not mediated by prostanoids but is mediated by 5H1: acting primarily on 5-HT3 and also on 5-HT 2 receptors.
This reflex may contribute to arterial pressure !ability and
suscept ibility to stroke in patients with carotid atherosclerotic
disease.

ZOOLOGY

120 . Coronary arteriolar responses to norepinephrine in humans

122 . Shell / s p ong e s wi t ching b y h ermit

crabs

M . BREU, E. SCOTT AND D.D. GUTTERMAN
VAMC and Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242

F . R . SANDFORD

Adrenergic activation produces a myriad of effects on myocardial
perfusion resulting from direct stimulation of beta-adrenergic and
alpha-adrenergic receptors and from indirect stimulation of
myocardial metabolism, inotropic compression, and changes in
preload and afterload. The direct coronary arteriolar effects of
norepinephrine vary among species with respect to the direction of
response and role of specific adrenergic receptors involved. The
purpose of this study was to examine the direct effects of
adrenergic stimulation on human coronary resistance vessels. We
isolated fresh atrial arterioles (78+ 7 µm diameter) from patients
undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass and cannulated them in a
tissue bath containing Krebs-Henseleit buffer (20% 02, 5% CO 2,
75% N 2) for in vitro videomicroscopy under conditions of zero flow
at a pressure of 60 mmHg. Graded doses of norepinephrine ( I 0- 8M
to 104 M) constricted these arterioles in dose-dependent fashion
with peak constriction of 38±5%. In the presence of rauwolscine
(1 0. 7M)
constnchon
to
NE
was
unchanged
(peak
constriction=34±13%;n=7; p=ns). However with prazosin (10.8M)
the constriction to NE was abolished (constriction at peak
dose=6±4%; p<0.05 versus control). We conclude that isolated
human coronary resistance arterioles constrict to norepinephrine,
and that alpha-I adrenergic receptors play a major role in this
vasoconstriction.

Bi o l o g y Dept ., Coe College , Cedar Rapids ,

12 1. Com pa ri so n o f ch il d r en ' s anatom i c/ ph ys iologic
deve l opme n t pat t erns wi th s pe e c h nasometric value s

Department of Biology, University ofNorthern Iowa, Cedar
Falls, Iowa 50614

IA,

5 2 402

Investigations of a little-studied
sp onge-hermit crab association from the
Gulf of Mexico inv ol v ing the hermit crab
Pagu r us impr es su s Benedict 1892 and the
portable sponge Spongosorites suberitoides
Diaz, Pomponi and Van Soest 1993, have
f o cused on the use of sponge shelters by
h e rmit crabs which t y pically use empty
gastropod shells.
Observ ations in the field and in
l a boratory experiments have shown that
crabs switch from sponges into shells and
v i c e v ersa, but prefer shell shelters .
Po ssible reasons for sponge use and shell
preference by individuals of Pagurus
impressus is discussed.

123 .

Drosophila ecology: Food resource choice

L

D . CROW, J. DOOLITTLE, M . SISK, T. STElNLAGE
AND R. D . SEAGER

J. F. HARRINGTON , E. K. EWOLDT , AND L. K. NELSON

Dept . o f Comm uni cat i ve Di so r de r s , U. o f Nor th e r n
Iowa, CAC 231 , Ceda r Fa ll s, IA 50 614 -0 356
Anatom i c/ ph ys i o l ogic deve l op ment . o f the h uman oro and naso ph a r y ng es has bee n we l l -doc ume n t e d, inc l ud i ng deve l o pment of so ft pa l ate f uncti o n (ve l ar
st r e t ch) . Th i s st udy i nvest i gate d t wo gr o ups of
normal-speak i ng ch i ldren , to dete r mi ne whethe r
nasal/nonnasa l speech patterns ref l ec t ed the report ed anatom i c and phys i olog i c develo pmen t . The
Younger Group con s i sted of 14 fema l es/10 males (combined mean age= 9.3 yrs . ); the Ol der Gr oup con s i sted o f 11 fem a les/10 ma le s (comb i ned mean age=
11 .2 yrs . ). Standard speech sa mp l es of nasal or
all nonnasa l context we re uttered into a Nasometer,
a microcomputer-base d s ystem, which prov i des a
ratio (nasala nce value) of aco ust ic energy output
from the oral and nasal cavitie s . As expected,
re su lt s indicated no s ignificant differences in
r at i os by gender, nor we r e results significantly
d iff e rent across age groups for the nonnasal context . However, for the na s al s peech context, the
o lde r s ubjects produced a s igni ficantly higher
nasa lance va lue ( p ( .01), cons i s tent with docu ment e d velar s tretch. The po s ter wil 1 prov i de imp lication s a nd visu a l di s pl ay of the he a d.

To survive and reproduce organisms must lo cate and
utilize appropriate resources. Closely related species must use
different resources in order to coexist in the same habitat.
We studied the food resource choices of six Drosophila
( fruit fl y) species in the wild by contrasting the attractiveness
of
two very different resources, bananas/yeast and
mu shrooms. Twelve traps, six containing each type of bait,
w e re sampled each week from early May to late October,
1995 from a lowland forest in Cedar Falls, IA. 2753
indiv iduals were collected ; 2097 of these were of one species
(D. afji11is) and there were between 3 7 and 231 individuals
collect ed of the other five species.
R esow-ce choices were significantly different , with the
species clustering into three g roup s: ( I) D.falle11i, D. putrirja
and D. tripu11ctata were primarily attracted to mu shrooms
(90%) ; (2) D. ajjinis w as mainly attra ct ed to bananas/yea st
(80%) ; and (3) D. robusta and D. duncani were exclusively
att racted to ba nana s/yeast ( I 00% ) .
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Drosophila ecology: Environmenta l factors

R. POST, R. BRUXVOORT, D . GLASC O CK, D. HAN SON ,
J. JO INER, C . KUENNEN , P. PAUSTIAN , M . SVOBODA,
AND R. D . SEAGER
Department of Biology, University ofNorthem Iowa, Cedar
Fa lls, Iowa 50614
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127 . Land snail surveys at Ce dar Blu ffs Wil dl ife
Are a (Maha sk a Co . ) and Walnu t Creek Nat i onal
Wildlife Refuge (Ja spe r Co . ) in 1995.

We studied natural populations of seven Drosophila
(fruit fly) species to determine what factors affect their daily
and seasonal activities and abundauces. Weekly coUections of
adults were made from early May until late October, 1995, at
Hartman Reserve, Cedar Falls, IA., by sampling banana/yeast
baits hourly from sunrise to sunset. Temperature, humidity,
light intensity, time and date were recorded for each sample.
Species differed significantly in their seasonal activity
patterns; e.g. 56% of D. algonquin were collected in May
compared to only 2% of its sibling species, D. afflnis, while
40 % of D. ajjinis were found in July. Species also differed
significantly in their daily activity patterns. Many patterns were
significautly correlated with one or more of the environmental
factors ; e.g . over half were significantly correlated with
humidity. These results are consistent with the need for closely
related species to minimize competition in order to coexist in
the same habitat.

125.

R. W. FINKEN, S. M. DONOHOE, J. J. HEMBRY,
W. H. GILBERT, AND M. D. GIPPLE
Dept. of Biol ogy & Envir onmental Science
Simp so n College; Indian ola, IA 50125 AND
Maha ska Co. Con ser vation Bd.; Oskalo os a, IA
Continued sur vey s at the se two s ite s f ound s hell s
of 27 specie s (n ot incl. s lug s) . 11 specie s we re
at both s ite s , abundant one s are Augui spi r a
alternata, Ga st roco pta cont r acta, Glyphyaline a
indentata, Pun ctum minuti ssimum, and Zonit oide s
ar bo reu s . Of 22 species at Ceda r Bluff s (CB ) , 11
we re not found at Walnut Ck. (WC ) , abundant ones
include Allogona profunda, Ca rychium exiguum,
Cochlicopa lub r icata, Hawaiia mini scula, and Tr i odop s i s albilab r i s . Of 15 specie s at WC, 5 we re
not f ound at CB; abundant one s we re Euconulus
fulvus and Ve r tigo spp. Between the se 2 s ite s ,
the Coefficient of Community CC = 59.5%. At CB,
6 sample s on ea st and we st facing s lopes had 230
shell s of 22 specie s compa r ed t o 6 sample s on
nor th-facing slope s that had 26 shell s of 9
species. Between these diffe r ing slope s CC =
48.3% but pe rcent similarity was PS = 38. 1%. The
wa rmer and drie r mi croclimate of ea s t or we s t
facing s lope s appear s to be mo re favo r able.

Drosophila ecology: Habitat differences

R. D. SEAGER, M. SVOBODA, R. POST, P. PAUSTIAN, C.
KUENNEN, J. JOINER, D. HANSON, D. GLASCOCK AND
R. BRUXVOORT
Department of Biology, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar
Falls, Iowa 50614

128.

Parasites of rock bas s

T. CUSHMAN AND R. KLANN
We made weekly collections of adults of Drosophila
(fiuit fly) species from early May until late October, 1995, from
lowland and upland forests at Ha1tman Reserve, Cedar Falls,
IA. TI1ese habitats are continuous and adjoining; baits placed
in the lowland forest were approximately 350 meters from
those in the upland forest. In addition to vegetation differences
the upland habitat was less humid, wam1er and sunnier.
Banana/yeast baits were sampled hourly from sunrise to
sw1set in both habitats. Temperature, humidity, light intensity,
time and date were recorded for each sample. Seasonal
abundance patterns were significantly correlated between
habitats for many of the species as were daily activity patterns,
despite significantly more flies being found in the lowland
forest ( 13, 917 vs. 6706). TI1e environmental conditions
measured when species were collected were less consistent
between habitats; for some species or factors these differed
significantly between habitats while for others they did not.

Upper Iowa University
'PO Box 1860
Fayette, Iowa 52142
Twenty-one northern rock bas s (Ambloplites rupestri s ) were recovered from the Volga River and
examined for metazoan parasite s . Eighteen of th e
21 rock bass were infected with a digenetic
trematode belonging to the genu s Crepido stomum.
Two fish hosted nematode s identifi ed as members
of the genus Rhabdochona. One fish wa s infected
with larval tapeworms belongina to the qenu s
Proteocephalu s . The life cycle s of the se
para s ites and tran smi ssion dynami cs involvinq
rock ba ss will be di s cu ss ed.
1

129 • Hel mi nth ova recovered from reh abilitated
rap tors

S. HAWKS AND R. KLANN
126. l:3utt erll y preference of prairi e fo rbs in west
central Illinois

Up per Iowa Unive rsi ty
PO Box 1860
Fayette, Iowa 52142

E.J . SELSER

Fec al sampl es from 34 ra ptors under goin g reh abilitation were examined for hel minth ova . All 34
birds , re presentin g 13 different speci es ( Grea thorned owl, Barred owl, Short-ea red owl, Screec h
owl, Ro ugh-l egge d hawk, Broa d-Win ge d hawk, Redt ailed hawk, Coo per' s hawk, Shar p- shinn ed hawk,
Northern Harri e r, Bald eag l e , Ameri can Kest rel,
and Turk ey vulture) passe d hel minth ova in t heir
f eces . Ei ght diffe rent types of hel min t h ova
( ces tode , s tri ge id trematode , Cap ill ari a ,
Porrocaec um, asca ridi an nema t ode , Se rrat osp i cu lu m,
sp iruroid nema t ode and aca nthocep hafanTwere
identifi ed. From thi s s tudy , i t appea r s th at
hel minth s , pa r t i cul arl y tapeworms , are th e
common pa r as ites of Mi dwes t ern rap t or s.

Grand Vi ew Coll ege, l:3i ology 1Jepa11ment , 1200
Grand view A venue, Des Moin es, IA 503 16
Occ urrence of butterlli es and th eir selective use of and
preferences for prairi e fo rbs were noted in rcst~red and
remn ant prairi es in Kn ox , ~force r, ~ arren, a11Ct Henry
Counti es in west ce ntral ll11no1s dunn g 1988 and 1990.
Areas we re visit ed at lea t once every two wee ks from
May until October. Seasonal phenology of pl ~nt
assoc iati ons were compared and contrasted. Some .
species of butterfli es preferred~ specifi c fl ower \vhil e
others did not. In 1988 butterfli es appeared to v1s1t the
same fl owers when takin g nectar th an in I990 when
the y were broader in th eir fl ower usage.
28

130 .

The effects of zinc chloride and zinc sulfate
on growth and size of Trichomonas vaqinalis

F. PEREZ, AND D. SOLEYMANI

13 2. Song repertoires, singing versatility, and song dialects
in bobolinks

Department of Biology, California State University,
Dominguez Bills, Carson, California 90747

B.

Trichomonas vaqinalis was isolated from the vagina
of a woman and an aseptic population of organisms
was obtained in Diamond's culture medium at pH 7.3
and temperature of 35°C. Active growth was developed in Diamond medium with various concentrations
or zinc salts, zinc chloride and zinc sulfate.
After an initial inoculum of 10,000 organisms per
ml., the maximal populations ranging from 2,193,000
to 4,927,500 organisms per ml. developed between
the zinc chloride range of 25 µg/ml. and 300 µg/ml.
of culture medium, while the maximal populations
ranged from 1,830,000 to 3,580,000 organisms per
ml. in the zinc sulfate concentrations of 25 µg/ml.
to 400 µg/ml. of culture medium. The time at which
the maximal population was reached varied between
3 days for organisms grown in zinc chloride and
zinc sulfate concentrations of 25 µg/ml; whereas,
the maximal po~ulation was reached after 13 days
for zinc chloride concentration of 300 µg/ml. and
15 days for zinc sulfate concentration of 400 µg/
ml. The size of trichomonads was affected by
various concentrations of zinc chloride and zinc
sulfate. The largest organisms were found in lower
concentrations of zinc salts, averaging 10.6 µ X
7.5 µ at 25 µg/ml. of zinc chloride, and 13.1 µ X
10.2 µ at 25 µ~/ml. of zinc sulfate. Whereas, the
smallest organisms were recorded in the higher
concentrations of zinc salts, averaging 8.0 µ X
6.4 µ and 8.9 µ X 7.0 µ at 250 µg/ml. of zinc
chloride and zinc sulfate, respectively. The size
and shape of the nucleus also varied with the
change in the zinc chloride and zinc sulfate
concentrations.

S.

PELTZ AND J.M. TRAINER

Dept. of Biology, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls,
IA 50614
Current descriptions of bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus) song
are unsuitable for testing the impact of sexual selection on song
variety because it has been assumed that males lack
interindividual variation in repertoire size. We reassessed the
bobolink repertoire, using methods of classifying songs better
suited to describing song" diversity. Recording the songs of 51
males from 5 prairies in Iowa, we examined within and
between individual variation. A song was composed of 1-15
phrases selected from about 10 locally-used phrase types.
Eighteen males with large samples sang between 8 and 43
different song variants. Using these methods, we examined
two phenomena: singing versatility and song dialects.
Computing an index of singing versatility derived from
information theory, we found that males varied considerably in
the versatility with which they sang. Most phrase types were
shared among all males in a prairie and were unique to that
dialect area. There were two phrase types shared among four
or five prairies, and the number of phrase types shared
between prairies was related to the distance between them.

131 . A Morphological Comparison of Fossil Fish Scales and
Fish from the Sentinel Butte Formation (Paleocene) near Almont,
North Dakota.

13 3 ·

M. G. NEWBREY AND M.A. BOZEK

D. A DENNLER AND H. P. WHIDDEN

Biology Department and Wisconsin Cooperative Fishery Research
Unit, College of Natural Resources, University of Wisconsin,
Stevens Point, WI 54481

Department of Biology, Central College, Pella, IA 50219

We examined what may have been the margin of an ancient lake
in the Sentinel Butte Formation, known primarily for semitropical
terrestrial plant fossils (Paleocene) near Almont, North Dakota to
assess the fish fauna that inhabited the lake. We used
morphological characteristics of fish scales (e.g., scale type and
morphology such as general shape, scale margin, presence and
location of radii and ctenii) to differentiate among species in
order to estimate the minimum number of fish species that once
inhabited the lake. More than 120 individual fish scales and
several partial fish specimens have been collected or examined
from other collections made from the site. Based on
morphological characteristics , there appears to have been at least
7 species of fish that inhabited the ancient lake including Amia
(bowfin) . Most scales were cycloid and varied in the
presence/absence and location of radii. Distinctive posterior
margins of scales also aided in separating scales of different
species. Attempts are being made to examine several rare wholefi sh specimens collected at the site for taxonomic comparisons
and to assess growth patterns of these fish.
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Distribution of mottled and slimy sculpins in Iowa

Two species of sculpins (Family Cottidae) have been reported
from northeastern Iowa, the slimy sculpin (Cottus cognatus)
and the mottled sculpin ( Cottus bairdi). A previous study
documented the distribution oflowa sculpins, but reported
difficulty in distinguishing between the two species. We used a
backpack electroshocker to sample sculpins from 17 sites in the
Little Paint, Bloody Run, Maquoketa, Turkey, Upper Iowa,
and Volga River drainages; we also recorded temperature and
dissolved oxygen content. Slimy sculpins were collected from 6
sites, and from all but the Turkey River drainage; mottled
sculpins were collected only from the North and South Bear
tributaries of the Upper Iowa River. Sculpin sites had cool
waters (x = 15 .4 °C) and high dissolved oxygen (x = 8. 0 ppm);
sites for the two species did not differ significantly for these
factors. A number of characters appeared to separate the two
species and allow identification: mottled sculpins had 4 vs. 3
pelvic rays; dorsal fins joined at base vs. divided; the last 2 rays
of the dorsal and anal fins arising from the same base vs.
arising separately; and the anal fin terminating directly below
the second dorsal fin vs. terminating anterior to it.

POSTERS

134 ·
Spea bombifrons and Anos trac a in e p h e meral
ponds in western Iowa
B. ALLEN AND M. CARR, K. GRAVITT , E . PALMQUIST,
T . ORWIG , *E . FARRAR AND J . HEY
Biology Department, Mornings ide College , Sioux
City , IA 51106
*Department of Zoology and Genetics , Iowa State
University , Ames , IA 50011
S tudies of ephemeral ponds in the Missouri River
flood plain of western Iowa r e veal a unique
e cosystem . These temporary wetlands in cul tivated
fields are home to the p l ains spadefoot toad (Spea
bombifrons) and to fairy shrimp (Anostraca) species
which have not been previously recorded from the
s tate . ~ - bombifrons tadpo l es in these ponds app ear
to exhibit phenotypic p l asticity by increas ing
their developmental rate in response to decreasing
water levels . S . bombifrons also exhibits
morphological poly phenism; these ponds contain
omnivorous and carnivorous morphs . Anostraca ,
found in the ephemeral ponds whi, ch dry more
rapidl y provide a food s ource which may produce a
higher percentage of carnivorou s morphs . Fur ther
studies will indicate th e range of these specie s
in Iowa and more c learly do c ument th e ir
interrelate dness .
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